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And so we en1er 1997, and the first iull year ol Gary Daikin and l editing
articles for Veclor is over, along wi th the fi rst full year of Tony Cullen' s
sterling work on layout. Tanya Brown joined us after an issue to look after
paperback reviews. We could've all fallen flat on our faces, but fortunately
we also had old hand Paul Kincaid looking after hardbacks. And we .ilso
had Maureen Kincaid Speller, TAFKAMS, .is m.inaging edi tor .ind .in
entire ly theoretical safety net.
I've also kept in touch wi th Julie Venner and Carol Ann Green of Focus
- in the postcode ne;,;t door - and Chris 'Marri;,;' Terran, initially by e-mail,
.ind 1hen in person thanks to the Open University's h.ibit of holding evening
meetings in Leeds. Hopefully this teamwork will pay off in the mag.izines
complement ing e.ich oth er and covering the b.ises.
I can't pretend it's all gone to p lan - Gary and my plans for issue 185
didn't survive our first week in the job. Having to put together .i tribute
issue to one of the most sign ific.inl British sf writers - John Brunner - was
not perhaps the pleasantest place to st.irt. Nor did we t.ike pleasure in
following this up with obituaries for Bob Shaw. Thanks are due to Robert
Edgar, Bob Ford, Dave Langford, Andy Sawyer and J.imes White for
producing the goods.
More 5,1tisfying was watching the Delany and Robinson issues come
into focus, along with the sudden realis.ition (when re.iding the printed
mag.izine) that the Cognitive Mapping piece on Islands of course invoked
an additional Robinson. Thanks to Dave M. Rober1s we have begun to cure
Vector of its frequent blindspo! to media sf, with John Ashbrook on board
{and both Gary and myself are both avid film-goers) this is something we
aim to continue. Oh, and YA fiction and fantasy and and and - well, we
don 't .inticipate running oul of ide.is this side oi the millenium.
So what of 1996? New novels from Gibson and Sterling, and from
Ba;,;ter and Banks. The Crow Road hit th e small screen, r.ither satisfyingly, I
felt. Meanwhile Robinson completed his Mars Trilogy, Simmons added to
the Hyperion C.intos .ind Jeter wrote .inother Blade Runner novel. Second
novels came from Ken Macleod (more Mars, sort of, and a brief cameo
from the Scottish Convention) and Michael M.irsh.ill Sm ith
film was perhaps a slack year, with the juggernaut that was
Independence Day sweeping all before it. Even mainstream cinema had a
dull year, apparently composed entirely of chicks movies. Still, we had new
films from Gi Jli.im and the Coen Brothers to keep me h.ippy.
The academic machine has generated four conferences on sf - five if
you count mine from '95 - in Liverpool, London, Luton and Warwick. The
Liverpool MA goes from strength lo. strength, .is does the SFFC and Fof,
even if the SFF itself seems to have been vanished. Edward James tells me
that a new MA will be starting in Reading this October. {Aleph wou!d iMist
that I brag about my doctoring at this point, .ind make a single encendre
about Dicks).
By the time you read this, the Clarke Award shortlist will have been
finalised, .ind the call for the reviewers' poll will have gone ou!. And then
there 's the BSFA Aw.ird. So 1996 shades into 1997. Times present, and
times past, are both contained in times future. Or something.
In the me.inlime, roll out the barrel to drink out the old year ... h'm, this
doesn't taste like Theakstons I think i! could be sherry
Hull-D<""Cemb,,r 1996

b) Andrew Butler
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The Weaponry of Deceit
Speculations on Reality in The Wasp Factory by Kev P. McVeigh
The principal plot motivation in Iain Banks's Gothic novel
The Wasp Factory is the threatened return of the narrator's
brother, Eric Cauldhame, from the asylum in which he has
been incarcerated for some years. This imminent invasion of
the world Frank Cauldhame has created for himself
precipitates a personal crisis in which his true nature is
ultimately revealed. By the dose of the book, however, Eric
has not actually made a substantial appearance, an absence
which provokes the question: does Eric really exist, or is he a
product of the joint imaginations of Frank and his father
Angus? lf the former is the case, then the Gothic aspect of
The Wasp Factory provides a framework for its meaning. If
there is evidence that Eric is substantial, this meaning may
still remain but its significance is potentially diluted.
The difficulty the reader has in determining the truth lies
in the unreliability of Frank Cauldhame as narrator. Almost
from the openi ng lines, Frank demonstrates a vivid and
unusual imagination which drives his behaviour.
Furthermore, we are quickly advised that Frank has received
the majority of his education at the hands of his father, an
eccentric whom Frank believes to be unreliable in the
information he has provided. This doubling serves to
internalise the novel, and Frank's physical distancing from
normal society emphasises this. Frank and his father live on
an island, linked to a small Scottish town by a causeway.
This separation is again doubled by Frank being obliged to
pretend to be a visiting relative as his father never registered
his birth. Legally and formally, Frank does not exist: 'My
story was that J was the orphaned son of my father's long
lost brother, and only staying on occasional extended
holidays on the island' (p. 72).
The Wa5p Factory is a Gothic novel: the island and the big
old house are analogous to the Gothic castle, and both Frank
and his father are grotesques, lonely people whose lives are
steered by a single 'truth' which has become obsession. Frank
is also a physical grotesque: a male castrated when he was
three-years-old, as a result of an attack by the family dog Old
Saul. It is as a consequence of this demasculinisation that
Frank has developed his obsession with war games and means
of destruction. His life has become a paranoid fantasy , with
the totemic sacrific poles designed as 'an early warning
system and deterrent ro!led into one' (p. 10) and the
elaborate devices of Frank 's oracle, the Wasp Factory itself,
as a framework of what Banks himself calls 'incantatory
ritual' (Science Fiction Eye 6, p. 26). Frank has killed three
people, a!\ whilst as a child, his you nger brother and two
cousins by a variety of cruel and usual means. All of his
games, and thus most of his actions in the book - with the
exception of brief encounters with his father and drunken
evenings with his sole friend, the dwarf Jamie - are overtly
militaristic, and he views this explicitly as a substitute for his
perceived loss of sexuality: 'Both sexes can do one thing

specially well; women can give birth and men can kill .. . l
consider myself an honorary man. We strike out, push
through, thrust and take. The fact that it is only an analogue
of all this sexual terminology I am incapable of does not
discourage me' (p. 11 8).
If Frank is an unreliable narrator, what evidence do we
have for Eric's existence within the narrative? The novel is
punctuated by a series of telephone conversations between
Frank and Eric. Each of these calls is init iated by Eric, but it
is telling that on each occasion Angus does not hear the ring
of the phone, and implies that he believes Frank to have been
phoning out. The calls themselves are characterised by games,
paradoxes and confusion of identity. On the first occasion
Frank asks Eric where he is, the reply is:
"Here! Where are you?"
"Here.~
"If we're both here, why are we bothering with the
phone?" (p. 17)
Later Eric claims to be Frank in a panicularly labyrinthine
conversation and Frank is persuaded to call himself 'Eric'
(p. 98).
One of the reasons for Eric's imprisonment was his habit
of catching dogs from the town and setting fire to them.
During his phone conversations with Frank he vehemently
denies ever doing this, and becomes quite distraught and
angry even at the mention of animals, whilst at the same time
taunting Frank with the mention of eating hot dogs. It is,
however, Frank who appears to have reason to hate dogs,
though he claims that it is only Old Saul he despises: 'Old
Saul was the culprit, O!d Saul had gone down in history and
my personal mythology as the Castrator' (p. 103). It is Frank
who devises a flame-throwing device with which he
devastates a colony of rabbits on the island (pp. 34-6), who
incinerates his toy in a 'War' between the Aerosols and the
Soldiers (p. 24), and who invents in the Wasp Factory a
bizarre device in which a wasp is burnt alive. As Frank says
when describing the town's reaction to Eric: '[A]s was
probably inevitable a lot of kids started to think that I was
Eric, or that I got up to the same tricks' (p. 52).
Frank's father, Angus, is a contributor to Frank's
paranoia, and his obsession with games. For example, he has
measured every item in the household and expects Frank to
have memorised the figures (p. 11). He has apparently
wilfully miseducated his child, telling him that 'Fellatio was a
character in Hamlet' (p. 14) and other such tricks. In a
further example of Gothic doubling, Angus too has his
chemical experiments carried out in a locked laboratory. It is
this unreliable figure who tells Frank that Eric has escaped,
and it is stressed on several occasions that nobody else
knows. Frank even tells Jamie that he is surprised that it
hasn't been on the news (p. 74).
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Frank's discovery of 'his' true nature comes when he perception is a clear representation of that. Eric's rble is as
finally achieves access to his father's study, where he discover fuel fo r Frank's paranoid fantasy, the encroaching menace
a supply of male hormones, tampons .ind Potassium from ;across the nu.inland, and though it isn't specified, from
Bromide. However, Frank immediately jumps to the the east? Eric's reality and the reality of his .ictions give
conclusion tb•t his father is really ;a woman. This Frank genuine cause for some of his actions and thus dilute
displacement is in keeping with Frank's attribution of the Banks's argument; but as a figment of Frank's '-":lrped mind,
burning dogs to Eric, and to other incidenlS. Although he is he becomes ;a potent symbol for what Banks considers to be
supposedly four years older, it is nine-year-old Eric who cries the malaise in the military mind.
lll.'hen the children's pet rabbits are burned with the first
In the Gothic novd such symbolism is common, and
fl.me-throwers, but five-year-o ld Frank, who merely vows t here are funher examples in ~ Warp Far:tory; I have alre1.dy
revenge on the perpetrato r, and that fo r upsetting his brother mentioned that the entire novel is set on an island and
rather than the death of his pets (p. )8). This leads to the first features a large, old house. Banks explains this: 'Any time a
murder, that of Frank's ~ - - ~ ~~ - - - - - - - - - - - castleappe.ninanybook[of
cousin
Blyth.
The
I just liked it where Heller [in Catch 22]
mine] in a way it stands for

:~~::ci: :~h

::;a~~;n :;:e:!
absent. When Blyth is killed
;: ~las~e?~n~is l: :i:.g ir:n:

assisting his father whilst
Fr.mk keeps their youngest

~~~t ht~~a:~:~

0

~:~t

=:

Esmeralda's murder comes

kept on bringing in the thing where
whenever things were going too well they
just added another mission increase and it
suddenly had to be 55 missions rather than
50 before you got rotated. That was a sort
of template for Eric's phone calls.
Whenever I thought The Wasp Factory was
flagging or showing slight signs of it I
thought, "Right, time for another mad
phone call from Eric."

!:~~~ ::n\r/~

:~:os! nd
literally

1
1~
insular

:~~~~ti~~::

in

his

£ft cie!;

2;es

that what happens on the
isl:md, to a very great extent,
~:;i:i~g in ~rank~':~nd.
At the very end of the

~~~;ra:!c a~u~y a sa~~:~:
~°;;;:;t h:::er, a Er~cby~~
had decided I would try to
appearance. Frank is out
walking when he hears the
murder Esmeralda before
she... arrived for their
sound of an anima1 in pain
holiday. Eric was away on a
lain BatJ}lj interviewed by Andy Sawyer, Vector and then SttS a dog on fire.
158, December-January 1990-2, p. 7
He of course blames Eric, but
school cruise, so there would
only be me and her' (p. 88).
1his incident occurs just
Frank also alleges that their father dressed Enc as a girl minutes after Frank hunself has been playing with a fire at
fo r the first three years of his life. Three was the age of the tip and expressing dissatisfaction with the modest resuhs
Frances when attacked by Old Saul, and the point where (p. 150). Is this latest dog-burning more displacement by
'she' becomes 'he' as Frank. Again Frank has displaced events Fr.i.nk? When he returns to the house he makes his discovery
onto another, possibly to avoid dealing with their about his father, but his challenge to Angus is interrupted by
consequences. Eric's break-down also co mes during a an apocalyptic scene in which a shed is set alight, apparently
separation from Frank, when he goes away to become a by Eric. There are explosions, but Frank puts the fire out,
doctor like his father. Two aspects of this are significant. just like he'd earlier boasted doing with another fire on the
Firstly the horrific incident which provokes Eric's collapse island. Afterwards Eric is once again missing, but Frank
involves a dying child with maggots in its skull (p. 142), persuades his father to tell him the truth. ~ W.arp Factory
which may be seen as a conflation of images wh ich are all closes with Frank, now aware of 'his' feminine nature,
preva.lent in Frank's imagination - he has a collection of looking down on Eric, as he lies sleeping peacefully. 'He feels
skulls including 1ho~ of the pet rabbits and Old Saul, he has no pain' (p. 182). Frank's demon, the anificial mascul ini1y he
killed three small children, and at one point views distant has had forced upon him and which he himself has forced, is
sheep: 'slow, like maggots, over the land, e1.1ing' (p. 150). laid to rest and thus so is Eric.
Second1y, 1his incident and its sub5tt1uent con5tt1uences
It remains unclear whether Frank Cauldhame :tctua1ly has
occur at the age when Frank would ordinarily be undergoing a brother named Eric; a1though it seems not from the
pubeny, at the point when a tomboy would stan to become evidence 0£ Fnnk's own narrat ive that the acts attributed to
a girl.
Eric were in fact carried out or imagined by Frank. As Frank
If Eric does not exist outside of Frank's imaginat ion, then says in the fina1 scene:
it is reasonable 10 consider that the murders are equally a
'I was proud; a fi erce and noble presence in my
product of his militaristic fan1asies. Whe1her they happened
lands, a crippled warrior ...
or not is less imponant than the means of their alleged
'Now I find I was the fool all along' (p. 183).
happening. The ingenuity with which Frank's imagination
devises means of killing peopl e is surely a symbol of the [Kev McVeigh is .a former editor a/Vector and ir currently
author's intent. Iain Banks has said in various interviews that Awards Administrator. Hir interoiew with and .article on Kim
Stanley Robinson appeared in Vector 189. All quotes .are from
The \Vasp Factory is as anack on ·the British male military
establishment' and Angus's manipulat ion of Frank's gender tM 1985 Futur.a tdition. - AMBIGD]
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The View from the Bridge
An interview with Michael Marshall Smith by Paul Kincaid
Michael Marshall Smith, winner of the British Fantasy Award for his first short story, and author of
two science fic tion nov els, Only Forward (1994) and Spares (1996), was the guest at the BSFA
London Meeting in November 1996 and was interviewed by Paul Kinca id. We ha ve edited the
transcript. New r eaders may prefer to read Paul 's review of Spares (p age 19) before this interview.
PAUL KI NCAID: I' ll start by talking about how I met
M ichael Marshall Smith, which was at Eastercon last year.
I'd bttn invited onto a panel based o n the Radio 4
programm e, A Good Read, in which each of the panelists
chose a book and talked about it , and the o thers tore it
apart. One of the books was Only Fo rward of which I had
ceruin criticisms. As we were walking u p onto the stage
someone pointed out Michael Marshall Smith in the
audience, but I went ahead :md gave m y criticisms, wh ich
no-one else agreed with .. •
MICHAEL MARSHALL SMITH: Particularly not me, it has to be
said.
As we finished the panel, I was introduced to him - and he
was nodding.

I walked into Eastcrcon not knowing this was going on, and
suddenly, about ten minutes before it was due to stan,
someone said: they're discussing your book. Unfortunately, by
that stage I'd bttn there about four or five hours and was
perhaps excessively ~!axed, and it was very easy to sit back and
hear people trashing Only Foru.>ard and go: you're right, of
I said it was broken-backed, two books put together into
one. Do you think it's o ne book?
I think it ended up being one book. The history of the writing
of Only Forward made it two books in that I had a one-page
idea and I found it went on and on and on. About a third of
the w;i.y through a little light cime on and I thought: ah, this is
what it's actually about. So I steered it from what I'd happily
been writing into what it turned out to be in the end. I think
to that degree it is two books - but I hope that in the end it
turned out to be a complete whole.
I tend to write in quite a linear way because writing can be
quite hard and the thing which keeps it exciting for me is not
knowing exactly what's going to happen. I was discovering the
story of Only Foru.urd as much as anyone else was. I like books
like that, where you think you know what's going on and
suddenly you think:ah, that's not what I was expecting.So I'm
quite happy that it turned out 1ha1 way.
Your new book, Spt1rn. shares something of the
char2cteristics of Only Forward, o ne of the curious things
about it being that it's science fiction. Your short sto ries all
seem t o be horror , your novels seem t o be science fictio n.
Why?
When I was a kid I read a certain amount of science fiction,
Asimov, Arthur C. Clarke and in panicular Ray Bradbury,
then I stopped for a long time. Until Only Forward came out,
in fact, and people said: you ought to read that William
Gibson. You're a cyberpunk author, you arc. I reall y don't
know the answer.

What happened was, for six years I wrote short stories that
were dark fantasy or horror o r whatever you want to call it. I
went o n holiday, came back and said, right, you've done
enough sho rt stories, it's time to have a crack at doing a novel.
So I sat down and started doing what I thought was going to be
the first novel, and after about ten thousand words I thought it
was just rubbish, no point in writing that. So I came back to
this thing and after about a page I thought: this is set in the
future, that's a bit unexpected. I carried on doing it and found
myself quite happy to be doing stuff that's set in 1he futu re.
I don't know whetherl ac1ually consider my novels science
fiction as such. One of the things our genre has to cope with is
that people look down on things simply because they're set in
the fuiureor because they have some horror, say, and I happen
to think there are a lot of people out the~ writing mainstream
novels that happen to be set in the future.
There arc an awful lot of things in Sparn that 1 don 't think
a mainstream writer would do.
Absolutdy. Which is a freedom our gen~ gives us that other
writers don't have. They don't have the freedom to just make
stuff up as we do, and surely pan of the fun of writing should
be just making stuff up.
One of the inspirations for it was I went on holiday to
Virginia a few years ago, and I got a car and thought I'd have
this lovely trip. l got off on the wrong exit, clearly, and drove
into an area where at Stop signs people were trying the handles
of the door. So I found the nearest Holiday lnn, moved in
there and basically hid for the rest of the day. Next morning I
thought I'd bener see historical old Richmond, so I walked
down to the desk and asked where's the nice bit. They said, oh,
you want the historic Shocko and Bouom districts - which, if
you ask me, are str.mge things to call districts in the first place.
They directed me to them and advised me not 10 walk, despite
the fact that it was, like, two hundred yards; so I set off at
:about half p;ist nine, and I was back in the hotel by eleven
o'clock. I'd done historic old Richmond. I was so bored that
despite having sworn not IO get in the car again I went a drove
round in a spiral trying to find anything interesting, stopping
off at all the malls along the W2Y and finding they were just
dangerous and a bit disappointing. So I drove away very
grumpily the next day swearing that if I ever got the chance I
would do something very horrible to Richmond, and o n the
very first page of Spam l raze it to the ground in a riot.
I suspect I'll never be given the keys to the city.
You've got t his thing in the novel also called the Gap,
which reminded me very much of the drcarnscapc in Only
Forward Do you li ke dreams?
I find dreams endlessly fascinating. People talk of what we're
doing with Vinual Reality at the moment, but we all have
page 5
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vinual reality when we go to sleep, every night, and it's very
difficult to explain sometimes what it means. It's extremely real
and it 's like free entenainment. I'm quite lucky in that I get
quite strange dreams and normally quite vivid dreams, and
there are times when that world seems as real as this one. If one
is looking for alternate reality, I don't think one has to look
very far.
Your alternate reality is ver y bloody.
I have some bad dreams.
You do like to take us into another world, thou gh, into a
second world beside our own. This world doesn' t seem to
be enough.
It's like the question: are you religious? To which the answer
is: no, in that I have no truck with o~anised religion . But on
the other hand, I do have some sense of something,or maybe I
just want to have some sense of something. We all want to
believe there is something more, which is pan of t he reason we
spend our time reading books, being taken into imaginary
landscapes. It's not that this current one is insufficient, a lot of
the time it is sufficient and we have to deal with what's in it,
but sometimes you want to have that sidestep into something
else.
O ne of the climactic scenes in Spares takes place in a chapel,
but it's a pale imitation of the G ap, which is hard t o
describe but it's a sort of world in the interstices within our
world.
It's almost like in our sleeping hours we have this sense there is
somewhere else, there is some ot her thing that we're all a pan
of and that we understand. It's possibly pan of the reason that
we like fantastic literature, we have this in-built belief that
there is some other real ity. Then we wake up and we have to
deal with everyday reality, which is very good at pushing
imagination out of your life. I think one of the reasons I return
time and time again to science fiction and horror and crime is
just that it can take you slightly out of reality. That's why you
can get into these books .
The Gap is clearly a replaying of the Vietnam War. Did it
really impinge that much on your growing up?
Not really. There are obvious parallels, but it's supposed to
stand for extreme experience of any kind. One of the things
that most interests me is how experiences of a tiny, fragi le
nature or huge great unpleasant experiences can affect
someone's life, how you can stan of having a perfectly normal
life and these things can buffet you from side to side like a
pinball. Some of them will have, as far as you think, only a
tiny effect, but as the years go by they snowball and you can
end up with a character you don't recognise - the thing is how
you deal with yourself after these things have happened to you.
The same thing happens in both of the novels, the
characters are shaped by very bad experiences in the past.
D oesn't anybody have nice experiences?
Nice things happen to the characters at different points in the
novels, it's just the characters that have come to me so far are
people who've had bad experiences of one type or another.

Spares is also a ver y good crime novel, very pacy, very
th rilling in t he way that a lot of crime novels seem to have
st opped bein g these days. D o you read much crime?
About a couple of years ago I discovered Jim Thompson. I'd
page 6

never read any crime before then, but in the way that I tend to
when I discover new writers, I read all the way through him.
Then I read James Lee Burke, then James Ellroy. (The reason I
know I can't be a crime writer is that my name isn't James).
Having read the three of them - panicularly Jim Thompson,
there's a quote from him at the beginning of this book - it
made me think that within a crime structure you can do an
amazing amount of things, in the same way that within a
science fict ion structure you can do an amazing amount. They
don't have to be straight-down-the-linecrime novels, you can
bring in all sons of things. I suppose I' m up for playing
around: here's the basic structure, let 's see how much we can
do. And if people like it, great.
One of the things I'm coming to have to confront with
both novels, but panicularly Spares, is that pure science-fiction
fans look at it and say we quite like it but there's stuff that isn't
science fiction. Pure crime fans say: what's all this stuff about
being set in the future? There tends to be a resistance to these
elementsofit.
There's a very strong moral line that runs through both of
the novels. How intentional was that?
It's not intentional in the sense that I set out thinking: I really
want to make a strong point about this. I tend to write in quite
a persona! way. And a lot of the writers I like most are voice
writers, people like Martin and Kingsley Amis, Philip K. Dick,
Stephen King, people you can read time and time again because
it's not just the p!ot that you're reading. If it's someone whose
sentences you treasure, whose voice seems to be speaking to
you personally, then you will read them again and again. And I
think along with trying to write as a voice writer comes a great
deal of personal input . I assume there is something of me
personally coming out, and I assume I have some son of moral
standpoint.
I can spot Philip K. Dick in those books. I can spot Stephen
King. But Kingsley Amis?
I think the thing I got from Kingsley Amis is an understanding
of the wide variety of things that can be funny. lucky Jim is, to
a la~e degree, about how, if you let yourself do it, the things
that are really bloody irritating can be funny. You can get
really irritated by it, or you can think this is so horrible that
it's funny . It's being able to view t he world through slightly
ironic glasses that is the legacy from there.
There's a fair bit of nastiness in Spares. Are you a nasty
person ?
I'm a deeply nasty person.
It comes back to what I was saying about being interested
in the extremity of experience. Any good book will have the
minut iae of everyday life which is imponam to all of us and
which we can all recognise. But it will also have extreme
things.
To be honest, I have very little control over what goes into
my books. It's what appears interesting to me. It's what I
choose to do for a living, so it has to be interesting and exciting
to me, which means it has to be a surprise.
So you don't know how it's going to end when you start?
I generally know what the beginning and end are, but there's
this huge great grey cloud in the middle that has to be
navigated through. That's the exciting bit.
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Whlllt about the political aspect ? I found Only Forward was
making a deliberate political point. The nasty places were
all fascist.
It 's not something that I consciously put in. I think if you go
in thinking I want to make this particular dialectical point,
then people will think they're being sloganeered at. But any
person who writes a work of fiction will have some views and
they will percolate through the imagination they bring to bear
on the book.
Let's talk about your stories for a while. You started out
pretty much on a high, wasn't it your first story that won
an award?
Yes. I'm a jammy bastard, we should all realise this. The first
story I wrote was called 'The Man Who Drew Cats', which did
win a British Fantasy Award.
And you've had other awards since then.
The amount it's costing me in bribes is actually breaking me.
Why did you start writing horror in the first pllllce?
There's a very straightforward answer to that, which is
Stephen King. When I was at college I did a lot of comedy, and
I thought fora while that comedy was what I wanted to do. At
the time I was reading a lot of Kingsley Amis and my best
friend, Howard, and I had a drunken bet one night - I'd been
banging on to him about Kingsley Amis and he'd been banging
on to me about Stephen King. So I said, you read Lucky Jim
and I'll read one of his books. I read The Talisman, and loved it.
I was on tour at the time with The Footlights,and every town
we came to I bought another Stephen King and read them and
read them and read them . He was the first person who made
me think I now want to write fiction for a living. So I started
oH with that genre.
I have to ask, did your friend like Lucky Jim?
He loved it, he's read several others. It was a tremendous
evening, really.
So where did the comedy disappear to?
Oh, I see, you're going to start being nasty again.
The thing with comedy, I listened to a huge amount on the
radio when I was a kid, the same as everyone else did: The
Burkin Way and the Hitchhikers stuff when it came out, I'm
Sorry! Haven't a aue, a11 that sort of stuff.So I went to college
thinking what I wanted to do was comedy. I did that for three
years and did a lot of performing at college, and after that we
had a couple of radio series with Radio Four and tried to make
the jump into television. This involved us making two pilots,
one of which was very cheap and very crap, one of which was
very expensive and reasonably good. An insight into BBC
finances fo r you: this second pilot cost something like
£200,000, it was directed by Geoff Posner and it was broadcast,
it went out on television. I know because I saw it. And we
never heard back, they never even rang to say yes or no. This is
about three years ago, so as far as I know they could still be
thinking: I'm looking forward to that new comedy series, I
wonder why they haven't written it yet.
At the time I was writing comedy I would look around and
anything could give me an idea for a sketch. Gradually that
segued into things giving me an idea for a horror short story.
When I knew that what I was writing was horrible was when I
knew I'd better stop writing sketches, because people don't

want horrible sketches. It was a very natural progressio n.
But you don't write comedy st ories.

I don't, but I think there is humour in them, fo r the most part.
Up until I wrote Only Forward I was in denial of the whole
comedy thing in some ways, and a lot of the early short stories
are really pretty miserable. One of the reasons I enjoyed
writing Only Forward so much was that some little bit of my
back brain was saying, hang on, you used to like doing
comedy, so put some comedy in this.
It's bl:ack comedy.
his black comedy, yes, but so much of life is black comedy.
On any given day something will happen that at least will give
you a rueful smile, if nothing else. I think any literature that
does not include the black comedy or the good comedy of life
is not reflecting the way life is.
Talking :about performance raises another aspect of your
career: this new production company.
A couple of years ago I started, for my sins, doing some screen
writing. By an enormous stroke of luck I ended up of trying to
convert Clive Barker's WeavtWOrld into an eight-part mini•
series. This was a baptism of fi re in many ways because it was
eight hours, on the same thing- and to be honest round about
the sixth episode you're thinking: it's just a bloody carpet, who
cares?
But I've always been very interested in film and it's always
been something I've wanted to get into. Around about the
time I was doing that Steve Jones, the horror anthologin and
film publicist and so on, and I had a very drunken conversation
saying we should try and do something in film at some stage.
Steve, who at that time was working as a consultant editor at
Raven, edited a book by Jay Russell called Celesti4.I Days. It's a
detective story with LA references and supernatural Japanese
demons - it's a fun novel. Steve said to me, this would make a
good movie. So this year I wrote that as a film and there was a
certain amount of interest immediately, which sort of kicked
us into action.
Basically, the idea behind our company - which is, I'm
afraid, called Smith and Jones - is that we would take partly
my Stuff and partly (because we have an enormous amount of
contacts within the genre, particularly through Steve) we
would have access to other 'intellectual property', if you like.
It 's a way of not letting a bunch of producers come over, buy
stuff up for nothing, take the rights away :md do what they
like with it. Clive Barker, for instance, has no rights
whatsoeveron the He1/raisercharacters. When a new Hellraiser
film is made they don't even have to consult him. They do,
because his name adds cachet to the films - but they don't have
to. O ne of the things we're most keen on is keeping the rights
with the author, it's an author-protective scheme in some
ways. England has such a good background, particularly in
horror, so we don't have to move over to LA to do this stuff,
we can try and do it here. It's the same sort of genre material
we like: we're doing some horror, some science fiction. Who
knows what will happen. We've both got day jobs, if it doesn't
come off, it's not a disaster.
Is this going t o feature much of your work?

We're developing a couple of things which are mine at the
moment, bu1 we·re also still pushing the Celestial Dogs script
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around and to a degree we're up for anything. At the moment
I'm screenwriting everything we're doing, but I've other stuff
to do, it's not like I want 10 write everything. It's more like a
central point for co-ordinating genre material and dealing with
it seriously, and not being looked down upon because we're
genre or because we're English.
You can't fail to notice that both of the novels are very
visual. ls that the screen-writing experience coming
through?
I don't know. When I wrote Only Forward I had no
screenwriting experience apart from little doodlings that I'd
done for myself. When I wrote Spam I'd just finished nine
months doing Weaveworld A lot of my references for science
fiction and horror are film, I watch a lot of film. I think it's
just one of those things that seeps in.
Any image that works for me works because I can visualise
it in three dimensions and walk around it. I know that if I'm
describing somewhere and I can't, in my inner eye, see it, walk
around it, look up, look down, like a son of Doom character,
then it's not working.
And your next book?
It's going to be science fiction in the same way that Spares is.
It's going to be a little bit closer to the present day, it's going to
have the same elements of crime, horror, fantasy- but I don't
know whether or not people who've read Only Forward and
Spam consider them to be science fiction. I sort of do, but I
don't know whether people in general will. It 'll be a science
fiction novel in that it will be set in the future, it will have stuff
that cannot exist in the present and will have a science fiction
sensibility.
I can't sec any way of not seeing that as science ficti on.
Which I have no problem with. It's a perpetual irritation to me
that people seem to think that science fiction is the preserve of
dweebs and social misfits. We know that's not the case. Novels
like Brave New World and 1984: these are set in the future but
they are perfectly recognised classics of modern literature. So
why can't other things set in the future be? I don't understand
the problem that mainstream readers, and a lot of mainstream
critics, have with the stuff that we do and the stuff that we like
simply because it's not set now.
So what about science-fiction short stories?
I have done a couple. I've got one coming up in lnterzone in a
couple of months called 'Save As', which is my first ever
!ntenone sale, which I'm very happy about. And the one in
Dark Terrors 2, which is actually a horror anthology, is set in
the future and has a science fiction theme.
Horror tends t o fringe into fantas y, science fiction tends to
fringe into fantasy- do you ignore the fantasy?

It depends what you mean by fantasy. A lot of the early short
stories have been pigeonholed as horror and have come out in
horror ant hologies, but to me horror means dismemberment
in some way, it means nasty things happening to people, it
means long dark stai rcases that you should not go up, it means
not going outside when there is clearly something unpleasant
outside.
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Which sounds like a pretty good description of one of your
novels.
But if you mean fantasy as high fantas y, people with swords
and stuff, I'm not really invited to that party. I've read Lord of
the Rings several times and enjoyed it immensely, but that's
one particular sub-genre that I haven't entered into.
Though the second part of Only Forward is pretty much
fantasy.
Dreamland in Only Forward and the Gap in Spares are fantasy,
as I understand fantasy, which is leaving the real world behind
according to the normal referents but bringing human
characteristics and relationships into a completely different
environment.
I think there can be - if you allow yourself to be
sufficiently dreamlike, sufficiently surrealistic - a very fine
distinction and possibly no distinction at all between science
fiction and that kind of fa ntasy. Actually there's a kind of
spectrum where science fiction can just shade into fantasy, and
that can then shade into dark fantasy which is just one step
away from horror. Part of the reason these novels have the
shape they do is that if you plot a certain kind of course the
distinctions between different genres are actually very very
small . You can choose to write a science fiction novel which is
all about parsecs and spaceships and really quite abstruse
scient ific concepts, or you can choose to write a different type,
a Dick type, that will fade into fantasy, that will fade into dark
fantasy,that will fade into horror, that will fade into crime.
Science fiction and horror seem to be part of the same
genre, but they very rarely touch.
I think that's partly because the writers and the fans have very
strict views on what they want to see. If you see stories that are
a little bit edgy because they bring the two together, often the
reaction will split along genre lines.
Pan of the reason I write what I write is bec1.use I reaJ a
variety of things. I'm effectively writing, as I believe a lot of
writers do, for myself: I like crime, I like horror, I like science
fiction, I like mainstream. And I'm writing a book for
someone like me.
While you' re trying to pull the genres together, you're
marketed as mainstream. How did you manage to pull that

off?
It was a combination of things. One was pure chance: having
Jane Johnson as my editor who is open to that sort of idea.
The second was that Only Forward was so obviously a melange
of genres that there was possibly a situation that if people put
it in one areas, they might be missing out in others. And there
was a third: I went in there and said I consider this a
mainstream book, please publish it as a mainstream book, and
they said yes. To those who ask, sometimes it comes.
They've submitted Spares for the Clarke A ward this year,
they obviously consider it science fiction .
I didn 't know that. But it is science fiction in every possible
way. I just prefer to see science fiction as a flavour of
mainstream rather than ghettoising it out into a completely
different bookstore.
Michael Marshall Smith, thank you very much.
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Living in his Own World: A Tim Burton Retrospective
by Dave M . Roberts
The release o/ Mars Attacks! (at present scheduled fpr Febn,ary 28 1997) allows Dave M . Roberts
the opportunity to review a career which bas combined personal vision with the studio system
Tim Burton is an animator. He makes cartoons. I firmly
believe this, in spite of the fact that he h:as, to the best of my
knowledge, only made one animated film. This was his
di rectorial debut, made whilst he was working for Disney.
Vincenz (1982) is about as un-Disney a cartoon as you are
likely to find. It is a deeply expressionist visual poem, in
black-and-white, telling the story of a young boy (Vincent),
his obsession with Horror and his dream o( becoming
Vincent Price. This is not a passing phase, it is a total
obsession, and young Vincent disappears into his dreams in a
way which leaves you in no doubt that he is not about to
come out of them. The poem is performed by Vincent Price,
and evt"n the moral at the end doesn't stick in the throat.
Burton was trained at The California Institute of the Ans,
a school founded to train talt>nted artists to become Disney
animators. At Disney, he worked on films such as The Fox
and the Hound (198 1) and The Black Ca11/dron (1985), for
which he was a scenic artist. He describes his own attempts at
drawing Disney-style animals as looking more like ro2d-kills.
His position at the studio was modified, and he was given a
job as a conceptual artist. This roughly translates as "draw
wh2t comes into your head 2nd we'll see if we can use any of
it•. Disney couldn't.
Aher Vincmt, Burton had m2de 2 twenty-five minute
short live-2.ction film. Franlunwten,e (1982) is the happy tale
of young Victor Frankenstein, 2 schoolboy whose dog geu
killed in a road 2.ccident. As any self-respecting ten-year-old
boy would, he rebuilds it and brings it b2ck to life. Aga.in,
this is a fi]m with 2 gothic feel, dearly hearkening b2ck to
J.ime:s Whale:s's Frankenstein in style.
Neither of Burton's fi lms gained a 1he,nric.i.l release at the
time (Vincent was used 1~ 2 short wi1h Tim Burton's Tbt'
Nightmare Before Christmas [1993] 2nd Frankenwttnie was
released o n video in the US at the time of Batman Rt>tumt
(1992]. Nevertheless, it was cle.ir th2t the young film-maker
was very talented, it was just th2t Disney was not in a
position to harness his vision of the world. The two short
films still m.ide something of 2 name for themselves within
the industry. At around the same time he also made 1wo
television shorts: Ht1.mel and Gmd (1982) and Fame Tt1.le
Tbt.ater. Alladm and his Wonderful £Amp (1984). It was only a
matter of time before he was offered his first feature film.
Ptt-Wtt's Big Adwnnm (1985) is a strange film. Built
;around the astonishingly irritating Pee-Wee Herman, a
character that is amusing for 2.pproximately seventeen
seconds (2 child in 2n 2.dult's body, tight suit and fully
equipped with squeaky voice). Pee-Wee has his dream bicycle
stolen, 2nd his hunt fo r it becomes a ro2d movie set in a
world with 2 surreal plastic-happy feel to i1. This world does
only seem to be within a small ndius of wherever Pee-Wee
happens to be. There 2.re some gloriously dark touches,
generally in dream sequences (although Large Marge, the
dead trucker is 2 treat) but on the whole the dark vision of
Tim Burton seems to be in direct conflict with the bright
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·happy world' that still man;i.ge:s to be l;i.rgely unw;i.tchable.

Beedejuice (1988) is at heart a simple contemporary ghost
story. A young couple are in the process of putting the
finishing touches to their dream home when they are killed
in a car accident. They are leh to haunt their house forever.
This fai rly happy urangement is spoilt by the arrival of the
new owners, the worst type of "hip' City people {the Deetz
family) who redecor.ue the house in a most distressing way.
Here we get a neat revenal of the exorcism of ghosu, with
the ghosu trying to exorcise the living. To this tend the
eponymous Beetlejuice is hired, 2 dangerous and possibly
insane bi~xorcist, 2.gainst the warnings of the powen-thatbc. But the powers-that-be in the afterlife are bureaucntic
and unhelpful in the extreme, effectively leaving the couple
with no choice. The Deetz.es' daughter, Lydia, having 2
fasciMtion for death and all things dark, is 2 link between the
living and the de2d. It is this link which provides the c2talyst
for the destructive forces that drive the film.
The conceit of a live-action c2rtoon is in full flow in this
film. The whole film, particularly the special effects, were
meticulously story-boarded before shooting began, 2nd this
design was stuck to closely. The 2.ctors frequently come
across as just 2.nother element in the overall look of 1he film.
ln spite of this, 2nd a number of mediocre special effects, 1he
film is carried off with great energy and is hugely enjoy2ble.
Although poorly received critically, &eclej11ice was very
tJ!~ar and made a lot of money for a relativdy low-budget
Aher this, Burton was given a big budget film to direct.
Despite the incredible hype which preceded and accompanied
Batman {1989), it 2.ctually 1urned out to be one of the best
comic adaptations made up to th2t date. With the help of
Anton Funt 's set design, Burton was able to create a
magnificently dark and gothic Gotham City.
The plot, however, was annoying in that whilst it
touched on the duality of the Batman / Bruce Wayne figure,
;i.nd the nature of vigilantism as a crime-fighting measure, it
failed to follow through. At what point does the vigilante
cross the line of wh21 is acceprable? The success of the film
was in putting a comic strip on the big screen that had the
look and feel of the best of the comic. It redefined Batman on
film, as Fnnk Miller h2d done on paper (after the kitsch but
fondly-remembered rubbish of the 1960s tv series) and the
W2Y that comic book heroes were portrayed in films.
Burton followed this line more successfully in 1992 with
Batman Retum1. In spite of the suicide of Furst, he still
m2n2ged to recre2te the noir feel of Bacman. It also plunged
headlong into the darker side of the Batman mythos;
attempting to investigate the schizophrenic n2ture of Batman
and Catwoman as well as the motivations of the Penguin.
The b2d guy was no longer a 'super-vill2in' (evil cackle), but
a complex personality. This was described 2.t the time (by
Derek M2lcolm) as a 'big-budget 2.rt movie'.
The film did do well at the box office, despite its
darkness, but it didn°t do as well as &lman. But then it had
received no1hing like the same level of hype. As 2 result,
whilst Burton rem2ined on the team of the third Batman film
(Batman Forrwr (1995] with an executive producer's credit,
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it was directed by Joel Schumacher and was little more than
an exciting action movie on a dark set. Burton still has an
interest in the Batman franchise, and there is some talk of
Bunon directing Catwoman, a more direct sequel to Batman
Returns.
Between the two Batman films , Burton made one of his
more personal pet projects: a film based on a sketch made
some years earlier of a man with scissors for hands. Edward
Scissorhands (1990) was the first of Burton's projects since
Frankenweenie where he had any significant hand in the
script. It was adapted by Caroline Thompson from a story
the two had co-written.
The film is the story of a (teenage) boy who isn't quite
finished. An inventor (Vincent Price) was building a young
man, but died shortly before completing him. Hence the
hands, or rather the lack of them. Edward is discovered
frightened and alone living in the gothic castle overlooking
the town by the most unsuccessful of Avon Ladies. She takes
him in and attempts to care for him. At first the townsfolk
are intrigued and very friendly. As his popularity grows, his
na"ivity comes more into play and he is taken advantage of.
Then people turn against him, except for Kim - who initially
found him repellent, but grew to love him. After accidentally
hurting Kim, Edward is chased out of town by an angry
mob. In a final confrontation with Kim's boyfriend, Edward
kills him and returns in secret to the castle. The mob is told
that both are dead.
The story is presented as a fairy tale told by old lady
(implicitly Kim) to her granddaughter. The fairy-tale
presentation is correct; the highly stylised pastel (and
pastoral) small town and gothic castle tell us that this is what
we are watching. The story is also of incompatible worlds or,
more accurately, the stranger from another world finding
that, after an initial fascination, our world cannot cope with
something which is so different. I find this a very beautiful
and moving film. It manages to convey something of the
horror of 'being different' that is on a par with Kafka's
'Metamorphosis'
After Batman Reu,ms, Burton had two major projects on
the go, both of which could be seen as something of a change
of direction, but both of which also fit very nicely into his
overall body of work. First is a film which he didn't direct:
Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas (Director:
Henry Selick). But Burton's input went far beyond writing
the story and producing the film; the final look and design
are derived from his work.
Jack Skellington, the king of Hallowe'en Town, is
becoming tired of doing the same thing year after year. After
accidentally stumbling across Christmas Town, he becomes
fixated with the idea of doing Christmas instead. He has
Sandy Claws kidnapped and sets about the job. His good
ideas are subverted by his own nature, and more importantly
the nature of those he is trying to get to do most of the work
(the inhabitants of Hallowe'en Town). The whole season is
an unmitigated disaster until Jack finally admits defeat, gets
Sandy Claws released and the job of Christmas can be done
properly after all.
Once again, the central character tries to move from one
world to another. In contrast to Edward Scissorhanth, it is a
conscious attempt to be something different. The theme
seems to be about retaining the true nature of people. Edward
Scissorhands is about the effects of trying to alter someone
else, where as Nightmare is about doing it to yourself.
Nightmare is the third of Burton's films to portray
Christmas celebrations going wrong. In Batman Returns the
Jction centres around a major Christmas celebration, and, in
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Edward Scissorh.:mds it is during preparations for Christmas
that Edward is driven out of town. Batman also centres
around a major celebration for the city of Gotham. It may be
that at times of mass celebration, people are pushed hardest
to conform to what is expected and alter their personality
accordingly.
The conflicts between differing realities often comes
through as the driving force of the film; in The Nightmare
&fore Christmas the ideals of Christmas are imposed on
Hallowe'en, in Edward Scissorhands and Vincent the two
worlds exist but come into conflict only with a person from
one trying either to fit in with another or to reconcile the
two. Within the context of the Batman films, the differing
realities are personalised to an even greater degree; one world
is inhabited in two distinctively different ways by the same
person. Schizophrenia is there in all of the fi lms, it just gets
de-personalised in some of them.
Ed Wood {1994) is homage to Edward D. Wood Jr., best
known as the director of 'the worst film of all time', Plan 9
from Outer Space (1958}. Made in black-and-white, it has the
look, if not the feel, of a fifties B-movie. (Another longcherished project, based on Valerie Martin's novel Mary
Reilly, was abandoned in a bluff calling excercise with studio
over this. The story of Jekyll and H yde, retold from the
point of view of a maid, was eventually (and disastrously]
filmed by Stephen Frears with John Malkovich and Julia
Roberts in the leads) . It does not present Wood as a figure of
fun. That would be too simple. Wood surrounded himself
with a bizarre cast and crew, was a t ransvest ite who
frequently turned up in angora sweater, tights and heels, and
spent the last years of his life in an alcoholic despair. Instead
the film presents Wood livi ng in his own world where he is a
great director making great movies. The humour of the film
comes mainly from the disparity of between reality and
Wood's viewpoint. What comes across is that Wood was a
great director. His films are indescribably av.rful, that is not is
doubt. He couldn't write, he couldn't direct, his cast couldn't
act (even Bela Lugosi was long past his best at this stage). His
enthusiasm and drive meant that he got them made in the
most trying of circumstances. The films are crap, but he got
them made, that's why he's great. Burton succeeds in
displaying a great affection (and sympathy) for his subject.
What makes a Tim Burton film A Tim Burton Film has to
be the look of the piece. This is not to say that they all look
the same, because they don't. Each film creates a vastly
different world from the one which we know, but has its
own internal consistency. In the case of Pee-Wee's Big
Adventure, the created world just seems to be dropped onto
ours, and it grates a little. Within Beeliejuice, where one is
presented as being imposed on, and at odds with, another, it
is very effective.
Another element has to be the music of Danny Elfman.
All of Burton's feature films (with the exception of Ed
Wood) have scores by E!fman. There appears to be a
complete understanding between director and composer as to
what is required for any given scene. Following a 'vacation
from each other' with Ed Wood, Mars Att.acks! (1996) saw the
two working together again.
Mars Attacks!, released in the UK on February 28, is
another film inspired by visual imagery, in this case an
appalling set of trading cards of the same name which date
back to the early 1960s. They feature huge swollen-headed
Martians doing horrible things to our women, our army and
the occasional cat. This might lead us to another 'gung-ho
fighting the nasty alien invaders' type big budget movie. But
at least this one is definitely intended to be funny.
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Cognitive Mapping 5: Magic Realism
by Paul Kincaid
Thetcnn 'M:i.gic Realism' wu coinrdin l 92 • by checricic Fr:i.nz Roh 10
desc;ribc Gennm paintings of the post·Fint World War school known
as Nnu 5.tchlichlmt o r New Objectivity. It was n't until the late 1940s
th1t the tcnn was appropri:i.tcd by Alejo Carpentier 10 :apply to the
lite rature that was staning to come ouc of Latin Amerin. Even then the
te rm ..,as ill-defined, and by the 1970s, when Jorge Luis Borges w:u
being acclaimrd as the founding father of Magic Rnfom, it wu clur
1h:at . the tenn ~as simrly be_ing

::!;

~=r~!:uLa~:~ s:~;~c:.i:::~r
In f;aa , Borgl:li U about far from
Magi<: Ru!Um as it is possible to get.
His brief ficcuma disguised :u en:i.ys
were ebboratt li1er3ry games pby«I
wi1h our usual notions of time and
identity and reality; his work revolv«I
endlessly :around notions of 01hemess,
:and there were always pan!lcl worlds
glimpsed t~rough cr~cked mirron.
Magic RcalJSm also mvo!ves other
worlds, but they :arc worlds co-eval

':s

Yun o/So/mult also 1umrd M:agic Rulism into :a wo rld liter3ture, :and
writcn as varied :u Peter Carey (ll/-yv,h,,clttT, [198SD and Angela C:aner
(Mghu •t 1M Cil'f;Us, [\98 • D have usrd the frerdom 10 move between
realism :and fantasy to greu effect.
The influence and effects of Magic Realism are, inevitably, seen
most dearly in the liter:ary fmt:utic, but its influence reaches into
science fio.ion through those writcn who can be seen 10 occupy that

Whtn u,ey ~ up, w,th UN um alrudy high 111 UN Jry, ihey
wn-espttch/t:SSuizb.(issciTl4Mn. &fo~t then, surroumkdby [nm
• nd ~Im trttS, u-hiu • nd poudery m UN_sJffll morn mg /,ghz,
uws an monnousS114nuhg.JJ~n. TJud J1ghdy to l« srarboard,
it had.hangin~Jro.m ia intact masu UN dirty rdgsof ia.sails in
UN midJz of its ngging, U'hu:h u.w .domffi with orchids. ""TIN

hMll,cowrtdwith ,uunnouro/~trifodbama.cladnds,oftmoss,
uw finnly fast01ed into• sMrfau of stones. Tbe u-ho/e structure
snmed to oc.c11py ia own spau, one of solizuck and oblivion,
prottctedfromthevia:softimedndUNhabizso/UNbirds. lnsick,
whne!Mapedizionari~aplorcdwithcare/11!,nttnt, t.hncwas
nothingbutathickforesrofjlO'Uln'f.
One Hundred Years of Solitude (Cien Al1os de

;;r:~ ~~ntj:~d H~~:::,

t;

instance, in 71x Co#rK of UN Hun
(19'12) vses a studiedly rcafotic voice
reminiscent of hU m:ainmcam novel
(1919) while al]o.,ing lhc
fanu,nic to inuudc :u if it h.;ad bttn
:among
hU
other
factual
obscrv,uion,. John M. Fotd u- the
richness of euggcnted observation,
of ove r·empha.siscd detail, in stories
such as 'Chain Home, L<iw' (1996),
whose variation on :a th eme by Neil
Caiman indicates how much an

a,,nJ,c,,,

~i:~ugt: ::;~ify:::id~!i':t::
Soledad, [19671) Gabriel Garcia Mirquez ~;:r~~:':o%p~e:g;~tt~~ i=lt ~~::
,labomes deta ils nonn:ally missed. Like Liben1ion Theology, tht
wa.s 11,c S,mdnum (1988-96). Magic Realism secrrn as dose 10 a
bnnch of Catholicism that has thrivrd in Crntn.l America by blending
deKription of John Cro..,ley's indefinable Atz;ypi (1987) and l.ovt •M
aspect$ of local belief md inspiration with Europem religious teachings,
Sl«p (19'1• ), which brings the theories of myth and fmt:uy of Joseph
M1gK Real ism is a blend of European liter3ture :and indigfflous fol Ir.ta.le,
Ul'llpbdl, Mirt"ea Eliaik, Roben Cnves and othcn imo play in closely
and tnditions. Th.t stnngcnl:liS, Ulc supem:atun.l clement ..-ithin their
observed :and richly deuilrd se-quencc m which it is impossible to tell
::::~ ;:ta:un::~:,:i~;-~fh;,gh~
mwt be remembered that evm the
rtll 1s treated in :a htightened,
enriched prose. as if thu, 100, belongs
to a world of magic and mystery.
With thac in mind, it is dear that
rather than Borgl:li, whose ~nalytical
ficuons owe more to Stevenson,
Kipling and Welti than to anythi ng
indigenously magioal, the true
prccuno~ of Magic Realism are

He ume around to cap,putol noises, to d Jry th.rt uw,.
hdl/11cifllJtory blur of colour, Rtds, blues, 'jf'ilows. H, couldn't
figure IZ Oil!. Something odd lul"t"bttl past, tNrnmg, Jl4ggering.
Mmgolfu sat up, u-azcbttl UN thing rttling through l« c/Nn·ng.
Matttdu•ithdJicauwmgs, man shaped, 'ftl too th1dt and bulky
IO bt11 man. ltJCrtamtd,tt,mngat UNc/ozttdwing1 triplingUN
siuofizshead,pullingo/Jwadsofbuturj[U:S,andtbmthescrtam
was sheared aw.ry as if tlJt ho/c bad btt,i p/uggrd. Buttcrjlid
po11rrd down in a funnel to thicken it furthv, and it slumped,
mounded, its -;urface in comt4nt motion, making it a~ar 10 be
breathing sh.I/owly. It continued to build, ,tccumulatmg more
and more bu11erf[U:S, UN Jry emptying and UN mOllnd growing
uithUNducomttcttdsu:iftnasoft1mc-Wpsepbotog,aphy,11ntilit
hadb«ome11mu/zicoloundpyramidtowt:tingthirtyfttt~,
like« templeburu:d bmeaiha mJlion lowlyjlou't:TJ.
life DMn'ng Wa-rtime (1987} Luciw Shepard

~::~i\.~~;~:~t~do!!:~o JB~~:
Conaur. But it was wiih Gabriel
GarciaMirquu.,and.p:anicul:arly with
Ule publication of One Himdttd Yun
of So/,uJt thi.t M2gic RealUm
:tehievrd its idcmifi:ablc fonn. The story of the remote village of
Macondo, :and of the Buendia family, Uthe aemplar for everything th:at
hu bttn d:u1ified :u Magic Real Um ever since. The au-:aa: quoted, for
inst:ancc, could :as ca.sily be from a m:ainnre:am, realist work: it ttlls of an
expedition from Macondo th:at gets lost in the sw.imps :and jungles thu
scp:ante the village from the cout, and how they diKovcr a old galleon
that has somehow been enclosed with in the jungle. But it is told in a
rich style - the galleon is 'w hite and powdery in the silent morning
light' - that h,ightcn1 the mood so that it is made to seem lcu r.ither
thm more realistic. And when extraordinary details are :added - the
interior being 'a thick forest of flo..,en', for insunct - 1he sense of
magic tipping Ulc balance away from realism i1 complete.
M:agic ~alism has continued to be I significantly Latin American
form of fantasy, noubly in 1he novels of lubel Allende whose fim
novel, 11,c Ho,ue of iht Sp,nu (1982), used ghosi.s and 0ther supematur:al
incunioru to 1dl a moving and dinurbing famil y sag:i. Um act rd as an
oblique commentary on the ovenhrnw of her uncle, S.Uvador A.llend,:'s,
Man:m government of Chile. Ho.,·cvtr, Ule appcannce of One ff,.,,Jttrf

~:::. reality ends and fant:asy
Ho..,ever, the wri1cr who hu
mos1 vividly md mos1 ,ff«uvely
married M:agic RealUm and scienct
fiction is Luciw Shepard. The
pa.mgc quoted, which tells of a
horrific but magical killing by a
swarm o! buttcrfhu, could almost
have come from the work of
M:irquez or Allende with its dense
descriptive richn~s, its sense of :a

~i1y that c~duld ~ o~r ref/r if
:~l.w;ci":i, 1,:: ;n•;/;f ; :
also cont.tins •·ithin it the
mechMillitic prose of a hi•tech w:ar,
of helicopter pilots rendered
mhumm by the head·up dupl:i.ys on 1hc op:aquc viwn of Ulcir hdmeu,
of w ldi,n dehumanised by drug,s.
life Dwm1g W•nime is a shrewd conflation of cyberpunk md Magic
Realism, the two modes represen1ing the two sides in the wa r in Central
Ame ri ca that acu :u an :analogue for 1hc Vietnam War. The forces of the
United St:ites, with thei r designe r drugs and military toys arc science
fictional, glittering and impenonal, but the more th e hero, D:avid
Mingolla, finds himself ca ught up with tht othe r side, and pmicubrlythe
more he finds himself unravelling the endless war between 1wo f.imilics
which n:i.ns in a novel but which eventually comes to be the underlying
truth :about the war, then the more the tone of the novel becomes Magic
Realism. Just as M:irquez reveals the truth the more he allows emotions,
dreams :and irr.11ionality 10 enfold and enrich hU ponn.it of family and
villagelife, wShcp:1.rdrevealstha1thetruthismorereadilyundemoodthe
more it mo~ away from :a strict, r.u:iona\ rcc:italof the facu.
Magic Rc.Uism and science fiction uc complementary 1tnnds of the
f:i.n1:1.nic which find panern. :and mcmings outside any strictly factual
ponny:alof tht world.
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An Occasional Series Highlighting
Neglected Books - Both Old And New

Bookspotting
Nortbem Lights by

Philip Pull.man (Point Scholast.ic Children's Books, 1995, t itled as The Golden Compttn in the USA)

by Justina Robson
This book won lhe 1996 Carnegie Medal, the children's book
equivalent of the Booker Prize:, and once you stan reading it
isn't hard to sc:c: ...,-hy. Set in a fictional Oxford fin the count ry or
Brytain) the story revuls iuc:lf and the world or its setting with
an enthralling ease which many 'adult-book' novelisu would do
well to study. In his acceptance spec:ch of this award Pullman
spoke out freely about the imponance of storytelling. 'In adult
literary fiction, stories are there on sufferance. Other things are
felt to be more imponant: technique, style, literary
knowingness. Adult writers who do deal in straightforward
stories find themselves sidelined imo a genre such as crime or
science fiction, where no-one expects literary craftsmanship[ ...}
In a book fo r children you can '1 put 1he plot on hold while you
posture anistically fo r the amusement of your sophisticated
readers ... ' And he should know. This is one of the best examples
of a well-told story I have ever come across.
h stans with simple beginnings as a girl. alone of her sex in
the all-male Jordan College, seu ou1 to spy on the sc:cra rituals
of 1he Master and his :scholan. A tomboy and a savage, Lyra is a
dynamic heroine. Together she and her daemon familiar,
Pantalaimon, become entangled in a complex na of action and
intrigue which takes the reader through a fascinating alternate
Oxford and into the bean of the Nonhtm ict, where Lapland is
ruled by a fierce net 0£ a.rmourcd polar bean -and beautiful
witches fly bare-armed in the frc:c:2".ing a.ir. The imagination that
has gone into this is simply nunning, the Fantasy equivalent 0£
eating a refresher after days of sickly white chocolate fscuse me
chocoholics, it's jun a maaphor). It 's the kind of book that
makes you think, well, why don't more people make worlds like
this? - and then ca.st a weary eye at Robcn Jo rdan and realise
that they probably would if they could, poor things. N ot only
the imagination, but every detail of this book is beautifully
rendered, quickl y giving a very vivid internal background
through which the chancters forge their way with great energy
as they go about that typical children's book plot - exploring the
na1urc of the soul.
Reminiscent of Mervyn Peake in the outset, with the manyroofed Jordm College being Lyn's playground, Northern Lighu
quickly proves that it will develop i.nto somrthing less nolid but
equally magnificent. Pullman dishes out his nuances of character
sparingly but his timing is impeccable - the overall effect is slow
and satisfying as the whole picture develops in complexity. ln
panicular I found tht chara.ctcrs of Lo rd Asriel and the
mysterious Mn Coulter truly shocking whc.n fully revealed and
I thought I had seen and heard enough to make me a fa.irly
unshockable cynic in these manen.
At times the book coma.ins oblique implications about the
characters that I doubt anyone under 13 is likely to pick up on
and these arc panicularly interesting for adult readers - there's a
lot of passion in ibis book and Pullman never makes the mistake
of playing down to his audience when writing about the sexual
charisma of some of the protagonists. This makes the 'reality
feel ' of the whole book that much stronger and there is a
constant sense that you are being let in on secretS and wonders
that arc really for people more 'aduh' than you which must be
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panicularly utisfying for younger readers and will no doub1
bring many a smile 0£ rc:cognition from older ones.
Unlike a lot or the more popular writers in the Fantasy
genre Pullman doesn't flinch from life's moSt diffi cult lessons by
clothing them in 'acceptable' sentimentality and he doesn 't
patronise his readers no matter how complicated o r unpleasant
it gets. Nor docs he set up expectations only to worm out or
their implications later. When it is revealed early on by the
Ale1hiomcter, a device like a compass for telling the truth of
matttrs, that Lyra will be involved in a terrible bctnyal and
will, unknowingly, be the be1nyer, the fulfilment of that
promise is paid out in full. This storyline is particularly well
built. Even close: to the moment itself and knowing that
prophecy all along you don't realise until ,·cry late just who is
going 10 be the one she abandons and in what terrible
circumnances. h 's rare nowadays that a book can make me cry
and £eel the sa.mc sense or injwtict and fury as I did when .a child
but this one did. As a writer I think I acrually learnt something
from it too (shock horror) - yes, you un do it ,JJ with the story
and ht a. good writer too (characten and cverythingQ.
Another treat is that Pu1lman uptures absolutely the gulf of
understanding betwc:c:n adults and children but lets you in on
both worlds. His adults all seem duk and i.nscruublc, full 0£
incomprehensible motives and cruel ways whr>n Sttn from
Lyra's point of view, yet in their own scenes their reasons for
acting as they do h:i.ve a cenain fami liarity to an older reader. If
nothing else it is a clear example of how we can learn to
ntiom1:lisc cruelty and selfishness.
Northern Lighu is the first in a trilogy His D.1rk M,mrials.
The plot which will carry the series centres on the science or
experimental theology. Mrs Coulter and her golden monkey are
conducting cruel experiments on stolen children to find 1he
nature of the soul and its interaction wi1h Dust, a phenomenon
associated with the Nonhern Lights, which has revealed an
ethereal city haaging in the moving patterns of solar panicles.
She believes it is possible to travel to this place and is determined
to be the first to cross over ... bu1 will Lyra beat her 10 it? (Clue:
book two is set in our Oxford so somebody mun ma.kc it).
All in all Nort«rn Lighu is a dark book but also, in the bes1
tndition of dark books, thrilling. It has a lasting flavour of
nvagcry to i1 which is exciting. almon exultant. Evea the
friendly and heroic chancter of the bear lorek Byrai.son, has its
violent side and few people a.re to be tru.sted. The plot winds like
a snake. There arc no euy answers 10 the problems the
c.ha.racttrs encounter. Fonunately Lyn is resourceful and
strong. There are two more books to comt in the full set of Hu
D.,rlt M,,,im,,Js, so it's jun as well. If they live up to the promise
of 1he first they will be won.h the wait and I'm with the author,
Philip Pullman, when he says, '[Children] are ignorant little
savages, most of them. Bui they know what they need and they
go for it with the intensity of passion, and what they need is
stories [...]We don't need lists of rights and wrongs, tables of dos
and don'ts: we need books, time and silence.'
No matter how old a savage you are, if you don't set aside
some time for this one I have to tell you that your life just go1
that bit poorer.

Veclor
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First
Impressions
Reviews of Hardback
and Paperback
Originals
Edited by Paul Kincaid

Peter Ackroyd

Milton in America Sinclair-Stevenson. 1996, lllpp, £15.99
Reviewed by Paul Kincaid

Ever since Hawksmoor played tricks across time, Peter Ackroyd's novels have regularly brushed with the
fantastic. This new novel does so ovenly by presenting an alternate history scenario, though at first It seems
that this change in the time stream could have little effect upon our world. John Milton served in O liver
Cromwell's government and might indeed have considered his life in danger when Charles ll was restored to
the throne. In actuality, Milton was honoured during his lifetime and went on to write his greatest works, most
notably Paradue Lost. ln this world he flees across the Atlantic to a Puritan settlement in New England - and
the epic verse is therefore never written.
But as the story slowly unr.avels, it becomes obvious that Milton has, by his actions, translated Paradue Lost
from the page to the political stage. Fervent in his beliefs, skilled at using words to bend others to his will,
Milton quickly establishes himself as the political leader of the settlement which takes his name: New Milton.
At first his dictatorship is benevolent, doing no more than hold the senlers to the puritan beliefs they all
profess. Milton plays music and sings, he is relaxed in response to the teasing of his young companion and
'seeing eye', Goosequill. Goosequill, who narrates a large ponion of the novel, has no time fo r puritanism,
liking 'strong water' and bright colours and women - especially Kate, the sister of one of the senlement's
original leaders - nevenheless he is content to stay, adm iring his master.
T hen blind Milton wanders lost imo the forest, falls inro an Indian hunting trap, and miraculously recovers
his sight. The New World, this untouched commonwealth for which Milton has such high expectations, has
already got an air of the fantastic, its primeval innocence reflected in the way that native creatures such as the
beaver and the turkey are described like mythic beans and Indian cures are shown to work as if by magic. So
the restoration of Milton's sight is just the most dramatic exemplar of the unspoilt perfecti on offered by the
New World. Living with the Indians for a few weeks, Milton is able to see all that th is Paradise could be. It is a
glorious world that he loves, but its acceptance would mean the abandonment o f all the principles for which he
Arst Impressions • page 13
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fled the Old World, the strictures which have made him the ruler and shaper of a world according to his vision.
When he returns to his community once more he is not only blind once more, but his fanaticism is more
pronounced than ever.
Now a Catholic community is established nearby. A community which is presented as being open, lively,
colourful, free, a way of life for which Goosequill yearns yet which is anathema to everything Milton stands
for. To the Puritans the Catholics represent the very devil, their beliefs, their practices, their involvement of the
Indians in their community life, their inter-racial marriages all threaten the roots of the puritan commonwealth.
Milton exaggerates these deep divisions, until he whips the whole of Puritan New England into a war fever.
And the Paradise of the New World is lost by the introduction of war.
As ever, Peter Ackroyd has a flair for the sh arp and accurate pastiche, but the language can too easily
obscure the story. Here, for instance, he has written a telling fable, but it is lost within the language and the
genuine strength of the story is dissipated by the cleverness of the telling.

James Bibby

Ronan's Rescue
Orion, 1996, 26lpp, £15.99

Andrew Hannan

The Deity Dozen
legend, 1996, 326pp, £16.99

Reviewed by Jon Wallace
We have here two more entries in the funny fantasy stakes.
Andrew Harman's The Deity Dozen looks closest to the
Hol y Grail of Pratchett appeal, the dust jacket has a
'humorous' look in the yellow/red colour combination
that has proved so attractive to funny fantasy fans. On the
other hand, how Bibby's publishers hope to call out to any
passer-by with a girl on the front (not even a babe!), I don't
know. Maybe they plan to rely on quality, and the
popularity of the previous volume, Ronan the &rba.rian.
Actually, all these books have in common is that they fall
into the same general category in the bookshop.
Ronan'l Rescue is an action adventure which picks up
Ronan's story aher his abduction by the dreaded Shikara, 'a
sorceress of ill-repute and terrifying lusts', it is up to his
friends and girl-friend to free him. The storyline fairly
whips along, and some of the comic invention is priceless,
the lapsed-yuppy culture of the Vagen raiders springs to
mind. But where this book falls down is in its main source
of laughs, the puns. I like a good pun as much as the next
person, but enough is enough . Once it clicked that just
about everything had another meaning it became intrusive.
Everytime I was introduced to a new character or place
everything stopped until I'd either worked out the joke, or
J skipped forward to the punchline. This doesn't help the
smooth narrative flow.

Sarah Ash

Songspinners
Orion, 1996, 325pp, £16.99

Mary Corran

Darkfel/

Orion, 1996, 326pp, £16.99
Reviewed by Ly nne Bispham
Darkfell is described as a return to the world of Mary
Corran's Imperial light, although it is a self-contained
story. Five young people go on a pilgrimage to the Barren
Lands where, 60 years before, the Lords of Light appeared
to Quorden, founder of their Order. Ninian, heir to the
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Andrew Harman takes a different tack in The Deity
Dozen: his storyline and humour rely on the absurdity of
the situations that he creates for his characters.
Monropolis, the realm of the dead, has a new Undenakerin-Chief who wants to streamline the operation. It also has
its rebels, demons who are unhappy with the status quo ... a
hot-bed of revolution, really. All in all, a tale of intrigue
and politics. The snag with relying on the humour inherent
in a situation is that it is harder to pull off, a bit riskier, you
can miss the mark completely ...
But the jokes aren't the only thing imponant about a
book, you need a story too. Once you put the puns behind
you, Ronan'$ Rescue has a decent plot, the various threads
weave together until the strands converge, the big fight
takes place and the bad guys get... well. The Deity Dozen
works differently: there are no heroes in this novel. From
Flagit and Nabob down below to the Supreme Being in
charge of Savoury Supplies in Heaven above everyone is
self-serving and generally nasty. This makes it harder to
care about either the demons or the deities that they have
god-napped.
These books can be compared on two levels. As action
fantasies, The Deity Dozen has a plotline that is muddled
and its goal is unclear while Ronan's Rescue is better, the
different strands twisting together and reaching a satisfying
conclusion. As humour it is the other way round: Ronan's
Reffue relies heavily on the pun or the abrasiveness of the
characters and suffers as a result, on the other hand The
Deity Dozen does use the pun but doesn't go over the top
and the rest of the humour is firmly based in the situations
that the characters find themselves embroiled in.

lakeside estate of Arkady, her friend Quest, cousin Ran and
Ran's brother, Affer, are all akhal, dwellers in the wetlands
who are able to swim and dive funher than 'normal'
humans. The fihh, Kerron, is a Thelian, one of the city
people who was found abandoned as a baby and brought
up amongst the akha/ at Arkady. Ninian is hopelessly in
love with Quest, who has decided to become a celibate
priest of the Order of the Lords of Light, so when they are
!eh alone she seduces him and conceives a child, Sarai.
The action jumps ten years. Quest has been away
training for the priesthood in the city of Enapolis, now he
has returned and the upbringing of Sarai becomes a cause of
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contention belwcen him :md Ninian, panicularly as the
tenets of the Order are opposed to the customs of the
aim.JI. All the pilgrims have been changed in some way by
the Barren Lands. Affer, the worst affected, can now hear
other people's thoughts and cannot cope with this
unwanted knowledge. Kerron, who has ilways felt himself
an outsider at Arkady, hears a voice in his head telling him
to destroy the akhal and bring back the 'chrkness'. He is
also a priest but has none of Quest's sincere faith: he has
realised that the Order's main purpose is political and sociil
rather than religious. When Arkady is threatened by
plague, Kerron, under the influence of the ma1ign voice in
his head, obstructs any attempt to prevent di.sa.stcr. As the
aim.JI begin to die, Quest realises that his faith has been
misplaced.
While Arkady and its environs are well-drawn and the
tensions bet-wttn the various characters are vividly
depicted, this novel never really adds up to the sum of its
pans. The characters never reach any conclusions about the
power that resides in the Barren Lands, and their sa.1vation
comes, unsatisfactorily, as a de"s ex machina. Possibly the
book is not as self-contained as it appears and would benefit
if read alongside lmpmdl Light, but it does suffer by
comparison with Sarah Ash's Songspinnm which ilso
depicts a repressive religion, but one that has been
corrupted rather than shown to be Wse, and this presents
its adherents with more subtle difficulties, both
psychological and tangible.

Rebecca Bradley

Lady in Gil

Gollancz, 1996, 288pp, £16.99
Reviewed by Barbara Davies

Rebecca Bradley is Canadian and presumably unrelated to
that other Bradley (Marion Zimmer) more often associated
with fanusy. If lady in Gil is, as I suspect, her debut, it is
amazingly assured.
One thousand years before the. story begins, the
mysterious Oballef used a magical figurine (The Lady) to
transform the island of Gil into a paradise. Oballef's
descendants ruled Gil happily for centu ries, but a little over
70 years ago the warlike Sherank invaded. Just when it was
most needed, The Lady was lost and the victorious Sherank
turned Gil into a smouldering heap of rubble. The Gilmen
who could fled, vowing to return one chy; those who
remained were enslaved.
The priority of the exiles was to find The Lady and use
its power to evict the Sherank and restore Gil to its former
glory. However, only Oballe.rs descend.ants could wield the
figurine safely, invoking 'the Less.er and Greater Wills', so a
plan was evolved: the Pricsu would teach the. latest scion of
Oballe£ who had reached maturity ' The Heroic Code' and
other lore, then se.nd him/ her back to Gil on a quest to
find The Lady. Unfortunately, the plan failed at this point
because the scions were never he:ud from again.
Tigrallef (fig) is a scion of Oballef. Fortunately he has
an older brother, so while Arko is being trained to
undert.ike the quest, the studious Tig can bury his he.id
contentedly in the archives. But Arko has a serious accident
before he can set out and it is decided that Tig must go
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Oria1 lives in the spa town of Sulien and her physici.m
father, Jeramc Magclonne, has always prevented her from
having any contact with music. Unknown to Orial, she is
descended from the Lifhendil, an extinct race with
extraordinary musical ability but who were also susceptible
to a form of madness caused by 1he music itself. This,
Jerame believes, led Orial's mother, ilso Lifhendil, 10
drown herself; but Ori:i.1, una',V';ire of this, bas secretly
taught herself music from her mother's books.
Amaru Khassian, a celebrated musician and composer, is
persa:uted in his own country by the Commanderie,
religious fanatics inimical to artistic freedom . Flee:ing across
the border, Khassian comes to Je.rame's sanatorium see.king
treatment for his hands which were burned when the
Commanderie torched the opera house whe.re his latest
work was to be performed. He discovers that Oria1 can
' hear' his music in her mind and makes her his amanuensis,
si.nce he can't even hold a pen le.t alone write. down a
musical score. Meanwhile, agents of the Commanderie who
sec Khassian as a focus for rebellion are moving against
him.
llirlc/61 is a competent fantasy, but what makes
Songspmntn the more satisfying novel is the more complex
depiction of chancter and the ability of the autho r to
resolve all the various strands of the plot - archaeological
excavations reveal ho9,,• Orial can escape her mother's fate without the conclusion of 1he novel .ippcaring contrived.

instead.
Arko was great hero material, but Tig considers himself
a coward - his mother is the only per:son who believes he
can find The Lady, but don't ill mothers have a touching
faith in their sons? What Tig doesn't know, however, is
that his 'cowardice' will work to his advantage: previous
failures were caused primarily by the outdated notion of
heroism they had been taught. Moreover, Tig's hours of
studying have given him esoteric knowledge about Gil and
it! environs which will prove invaluable. Once in Gil he
discovers a Gillish underground called The Web and meets
the independent-minded and beautiful Calla. With their
help, Tig sets out to find The L2dy and, of course, after
many risky adventures, he succeeds.
Quest plots are as much about the search for wisdom as
the quest itself, and that is certainly true of Lady in Gil.
Young Tig finds love, sex and betrayil in unexpected
places, and experiences every emotion from terror to joy.
He ilso learns that the best intentioned 2cts can have tragic
consequences and that magic talism2ns are only as good as
their wielder. He is certainly older and wiser by the time
the Story ends - and so is the reader.
Rebecca Bradley is a born storyteller who dehly
advances the plot and sketches in her charaaers with lucid
prose. We know immediately 1ha1 Tig is studious, for
example, because his first action is: ' I marked my pla~ with
my finger and looked up.• Tig, Calla and Lord Shree: (one
of the Sher.ink) are complex characters whose shifting
emotions and loy:i..lties keep the reader's sympathy engaged
while advancing the plot in unexpected ways. And what a
plot! It grips from the first sentence and continues 21
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breakneck speed.
Unusually for fantasy, perhaps, what begins as an outand-out romp gradually darkens in tone and ends in partial
tragedy. It seems that Bradley is too much the realist to
allow a 'happy ever after' conclusion, both in personal and
political terms. There are clear parallels between the demise

Amnesiascope

Steve Erickson

Henry Holt, 1996, 225pp, $23.00

Reviewed by P aul Kincaid
Typically, Steve Erickson's novels deal with characters
awaking from the American Dream, and finding a people
so ununited that their world is, litera!\y, disrupted. In
Amnniascope, for instance, Los Angeles is now isolated
from the rest of America, ringed by fires and broken into a
series of distinct time zones so that one street may be
separated from its neighbour by a matter of minutes. Thus,
symbollically, we are told that nothing unifies America,
that its people can never cohere, that Erickson's central
character must discover his own morality in a land where
every man is an island.
Erickson's recent books have had a strange degree of
overlap. Arc d'X was a fiction whose starting point was
contained in his 'non-fiction' Leap Year, and in
Amneskucope the narrator is 'Steve Erickson ' though it is
not altogether dear if this is the same 'Steve Erickson' who
was an American novelist murdered in Berlin towards the
end of Arc d'X. Even more difficult to work out is how
much this 'Steve Erickson' overlaps with the Steve
Erickson who wrote the book, for here, as if he is closing a
circle, Erickson contains echoes of all his previous books.
But echoes that twist and distort every notion we carried
with us out of those works.
Erickson's LA is a landscape of the imagination, a
wilderness as torn and decayed as the sand-swept streets of
Days Between Stations or the musical underground rivers of
Rubicon &ach. Here, as well as the fragmentation of time,
there are streets that disappear or lead to places they are not
supposed to go. Maps have always been important in
Erickson's novels, but they are works of fiction, you
cannot truly map the real world because the real world is
solipsistic, a moral landscape shaped anew by each one of
us. So this distorted cityscape is a Ballardian reflection of
the narrator's own inner self, but as much as the setting
distances us from what we might term collective reality the
events that are foregrounded upon it appear to be as close
to a roman a clef as Erickson has ever written. Here, for

D iana Wynne Jones

A Sudden Wild Magic
Gollancz, 1996, 380pp, £15.99

Reviewed by Andrew M. Butler
For some reason I missed out on Diana Wynne Jones as a
child, although I remember my brother reading The Ogre
Downstairs. It was not until my early twenties that,
prompted by wiser heads, I followed suit. H er books mixed
real worlds with fantasy ones, alien beings with evil
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of the Sherank and the breakup of the USSR in Tig's
realisation that the absence of a major aggressor doesn't
necessarily mean a world full of sweetness and light
Lady in Gil is first rate fantasy which doesn't require
you to leave your brain at home. Read and enjoy, and
perhaps weep a little.

instance, we discover that Lauren and Sally, the ill-treated
heroines of Days Between Stalions and Arc d'X respectively,
are both ill-treated former girlfriends of 'Steve Erickson' .
And this 'Steve Erickson' - like his creator a some-time
film reviewer for an alternative newspaper - writes a review
of a film that doesn't exist, made by Adolphe Sarre, the
silent film director who featured in Days Between Stations.
Then, he overhears people talking about the film he
invented as if they had seen it: his fiction acquires solidity,
and one begins to wonder how much the author is lending
the solidity of his real life the insubstantiality of fiction.
As the title suggests, this is a novel about memory. The
amnesia.scope itself is a sculpture created by one of the
narrator's girlfriends, a dish intended to project
forgetfulness. But the more the narrator himself seeks
forgetting, he finds his past intruding more and more to
shape his world. Or rather, the moral choices he made or
failed to make, for during the course of the novel he finds
himself forced to make a series of moral decisions that recall
his past. His paper's editorial freedom is under threat from
its owner, should he stand by his principles and resign? He
rescues a teenage prostitute from a flood - another way in
which the landscape is distorted - and finds her taking over
his life in a dilapidated apartment building. He becomes
involved in writing a curious semi-pornographic film
(Banning Jainlight in Tours of the Black Clock was also a
pornographer) but the quest for a leading lady takes him
into a threatening moral twilight which ends in suicide.
And everywhere remembering and forgetting form the
twin poles of this moral globe.
Amnesi.ascope is an uncomfortable comedy, but as
always there is a mythic power underlying Erickson's
shattering vision and somet imes awkward prose which
makes this a forceful and involving book. Yet at the same
time the sense of closure is so strong, the confessional mode
(emphasised by the only first-person narrator in any of
Erickson's fiction) so convincing, that the whole book has a
air of finality. It is as if, in his novels, Erickson has mined
his own life so completely that the pits have fallen in and
the working become exposed to the light. One wonders
what else is left to be extracted for any future novels.

relatives, convoluted plots with a real narrative drive and,
most obviously, fantasy with science fiction. Genre
boundaries I'd always seen as strictly demarcated, and
perhaps still do, were muddied beyond recognition .
Another genre boundary must be taken into account,
that of adult and non-adult writing. Whilst occasionally
Jones's novels may slip into the sf and fantasy sections, on
the whole one has to make a special effort to remember to
look into the children's or teenage sections of one's local
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book emporium to find her titles. Perhaps figuring that
occasionally 1he mountain has 10 go to Mohammed, J ones
has wriuen a novel for adults. (This is in fact her second
aduh book, she wro1e a non-genre novel before her first
children's book}. Gollancz. are to be commended for
publishing A Suddm Wild J.fflgtc, bu1 it must be noted that
the Avon edition appeared in Ameria in 1992 (and came
13th in the fantasy section of the 1993 locus Poll}.
Initially, the concept behind the nove.l is n01 promising:
the wind which mysteriously scattered the Spanish
Armacb, and the failure or anyone to invade Britain after
1066, is explained 1hrough the effons of a secret
organisation of mages. This sub-von Daniken premise is
swiftly eclipsed by the mechanics of the crisis facing Bri1ain
and humanity: a city named Arth, from a para!lel
dimension, is s1ealing Earth technology and distracting
Earth mages with problems such as global warming. Aware
at last of their plight, the mages plan to infiltrate and
destabilise Anh, and prevent further interference.
This is familiar Jones territory: the magic of fantasy
mingled with the technology of sf, para.Jlel worlds, Earth
being viewed from alien eyes, eccentric old women and
1roublesome relatives. It could perhaps be dis1inguished
from her work aimed al younger age groups by word coun1
and 1he more stream•lined plot . She is frttr in her subject
matter. the inhabitants of Arth are all male and 1he
taskforce sen1 to seduce 1hem consiru of both females and
gay males. It is difficuh to .stt this being allowed in a young
adult book or anything aimed al a pre-tttn audience. But
fo r reasons '9.'hich can be explained in plot terms, these
male characters are killed off before they have a chance to

re;a.lly get involved in the action.
This has the ;additional problem of limiting the
appearances of 01her characters. Mark Lister, a mage who
works in computers, is the centr.il chancter of the orly
chapten. As the book progresses, we see him through the
eyes of the other, female characten, then he seems to
disappear for quite a while - he has 10 remain separate from
some ch.iracters to remain alive and from others to build
suspense.
There is a large cast, and some of 1hem we barely mttl a shame, as Jones draws fine characten. The increasing
number of settings, and the way characters move between
them, c.in also be distracting, some characters seem to shift
worlds between chapters while others are lost in loose ends.
The resolution of it all, when it comes, is perhaps a fotle
too swift and neat. It owes just a little to The Wizard of Oz,
and is a classic example of the way Jones can pleasurably
pull the carpet from under her readers' feet.
Yet I feel most of my carpings are edging toward the
unjust: it's not a bad novel by any means. Indeed it is
gripping, moving and amusing by turns, like Jones's best
-v.•ork. Except I don'1 re.lly fttl that it is her best work; I
get the sense that she is holding b;ack. It doesn't have the
shttr magic a.nd relevance and meaningfulness of her work
for younger ;audiences. I've no doubt that she ca.n compete
with 1he best of British wri1ers, and cou1d tum ou1 an adult
magnum opus, but in the meantime I recommend a 1rip to
other sections of the bookshop to .sttk out the brilliance of
1he C hrestomanci sequence, the shttr horror of 71,e Time of
tm Ghost and the rest of her work.

Katharine Kerr & Mark Kreighbaum

reve.led is revealed naturally .
The story follows various main characters. One of these
is Vi Kata., a. member of the race called Lep, who is an
assassin out to kill Arno, a. member of the Cyberguild, and
Vida who lives in an expensive brothel in the Pleasure Seel.
We also follow Vida. herself, and Arno's cousin Rico who is
also a member of the Cybcrguild. As the plo1 lines
intertwine it makes for exciting reading, though a number
of the plol lines reach no conclusion in this book leaving a
tantalising w:ait for the next volume in the series.
The Pinch is a sector of sp:tce left isolated when llu~
main jump gates were dosed thounnds of years before, and
much of the technology is inherited from that 1ime. The
alien society, its social structure and the stresses within 1he
society are almost en1irely believable: my only doubt is that
it h.as been too stable for too long, hundreds of years I
could accept, thousands I find hard to swallow. Apart from
that quibble it is very we.II developed, and the reactions of
the chancten 10 their world never jars. The
characterisation is consistently good, and the m01ivations
of Vi Kata ;are as true as those of Vida. This is a really good
book that I would heanily recommend to anyone who
enjoys a well-crafted soft science fiction story.

Palace

Voyager, 1996, 43lpp, L16.99

Reviewed

by Helen McNabb

The front cover says this is a novel of the Pinch by the
author of the Deverry series, which is true enough, but it is
very different from the Deverry series. This is not a fantasy
based on magic in a sword-and•sorcery land; which is not to
decry the Oeverry books, which I enjoy, but to point out
that if anyone is expecting a done of those stories tha1 is
not what they will find.
h is set in a world ruled by media involvement:
everyone votes on everything, popularity ra1ings in the
media are esse:ntial for the ruler to rule. Most people are
born into guilds, and Rico is brough1 up in the Cyberxuild,
for which his genetic make-up makes him suitable. Genetic
typing i.s crucially important to the influential families in
this world, while technology is controlled by Anificial
Intelligences which do no1 oper-.ue as well as they once did,
though we don'1 find ou1 why. We only find out about the
world as the characters do - as Vida learns how the Palace
works, so docs 1he reader - which can be. confusing at the
beginning though it makes for a better story. What is
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Stephen Lawhead

Byzantium Voyager, 1996, 646pp, £16.99
Reviewed by Norman Beswick

Aidan, a scribe in the monastery of Canannus na Rig in Eire, is unexpectedly picked to join a band of monks on
a quest to Byzantium where they will present the Book of Kells to the Holy Roman Emperor. It is a mission
beyond his wildest dreams, but disaster follows. Their ship is wrecked by Vikings, he becomes a slave to a
Viking family and though he gets to Byzantium it is as the unwill ing interpreter of a headstrong Viking king on
a wildly foolish raid. Next he becomes a slave to a Saracen ruler in North Africa where he falls in love,
undergoes appalling tortures, is betrothed to a Moslem princess, loses his Christian faith and is ready to conven
to Islam. Then another twist of fate returns him to Byzantium, then in the end back to his monastery where,
after unpanlleled experiences and dangers in the wider world he finally has to come to terms with all he has
learned and the lessons for faith.
Though it comes from a fantasy writer, this is not sf or fantasy: there is no magic, no dragons or mysterious
spells, no magic swords, nothing weird or mystical. It is an exciting historical novel by an author who has
specialised in Ce-hie researches, and considering its sening in the 9th century, the lack of any mention of magical
rituals, even among the Vikings, is rather striking. There is a colourful range of characters from different
backgrounds and with different religious beliefs, but all are practical and rational in their view of the world.
Religion guides their social inter.actions and moral decisions, but never gets in the way of their practical
understanding.
The narrative is clear, uncluttered and convincing. Lawhead keeps the action moving while describing in
sufficient detail who the people are, how they live and what they believe. It is not for the squeamish: dangers
are real, limbs get lopped, tortures are appalling, grief bites deep. The collapse of Aidan's ove;.simple faith is
well handled and I found myself mrning the pages impatiently, genuinely wanting to find out what" happened
next. An emhr.alling read, then, well worth the time it takes to reach the final page with its hint that Aidan
himself may not be a wholly fictional character.

Red Star Rising

Anne McC affrey

Bantam Press, 1996, 335pp, £15.99
Reviewed by Helen McNabb

Another Dragonriders of Pero book: good news fo r
devotees, but not the book for anyone new to the series
because mo much of it would be meaningless. The dragon
series has sprawled from the tightly linked original books,
popping backwards and forwards in time to gradually fi ll in
the history of Pern.
This one t2kes place some 250 years after the colonists
arrived on Pern and just before the second pass of the Red
Star which brings the peril known as Thread. The Lord
Holder of Sitra refuses to believe that the Red Star will
bring Thread and so refuses to u.ke any precautions against
it. He also neglects to tell his Holders that they should be
doing so, and the book mostly concerns the risk to others
of a large area not being prepared against Thread and the
actions necessary to deal with this. Some questions left over
from other novels are answered - for instance: why they
never went back to consult Aivas - and other parts of
Pern's history are Sttn happening, such as the deveJopment
of teaching ballads and the continuing development of the
apprentice system.

Robert Silverberg

Starborne
VO)tigt'T, 1996, 29lpp, £15.99

Reviewed by

L.J.

Hurst

There is a theory that says the siu of the cast list of a
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The story cracks along at McCaffrey·s usual pace. The
quality of the Pern books is variable and this is not the best
of them, but it is not the worst either, though there is a
strong element of using the same fo rmula in a slightly
different .seuing. The characters will be familiar to
McCaffrey's readers because they are very similar to the
ones in other books: the goodies are good, the baddies are
bad and there is very little in between. The impish pre-teen
boy is back wit h a different name and the dragons are ever
themselves. There is some confrontation of the
homosexuality between green and blue riders which was
skated over in the early books, and there is a bit more
informat ion on the sexuality of the dragonriders, but the
characters are not convincing and I would have preferred to
be without that sideline unless she had done it better.
It is a shame that McCaffrey has lapsed into a rut with
the Pern books because they are becoming variations on a
theme and the originality of the story and the ideas which
gave the series its original strength hu been lost. Anyone
who enjoys the Pern books will be interested enough to
read this one, but the writer is doing herulf less justice than
she should. She can, and has, written much better than this
and it is disappointing to Stt her turning out such
makeshift work.

television soap opera will be in direct proponion to the
number of broadcast minutes per week, bccause more plots
are required to fill the time and more plots demand more
characters. I have a theory which says, converuly, that a
soap opera with a small ast must have a small subject

~eclor
matter, and the plot clements will ~ proponiona1ely few
as well. If the tnditional TV soap requires a street or
market as its centre and constraint, there is no reason why
any venue jllSl as constrained should not provide the
setting. BBC television's Moonb.iK One and something even
less memorable made by Un1ra1 TV for the ill-fated BSB
satellite channel may come 10 mind as science fictional soap
operas.
I say this because Ro~n Silver~rg's Sl4rbome is just as
much soap opera as a novel such as Prycon Place.
Silverberg's setting is the FTL starship Wotan, setting off
from a tired Earth to fiod new planets on which
humankind can launch itsdf with a renewed vigour. This
tired society is not completely degenerate, unlike Michael
Moorcock's Dancen A c 7he End Of Time, in fact they are
rather boringly like a lot of people today - just getting by.
The hero is the unnamed YearCaptain of the ship, and the
other two main characters are his current gi rlfriend, Julia,
and the blind telepath, Noelle, through whom the ship
remains in contact with the Earth.
The ship is slightly different from today's society in i1s
freer sexual swapping of panners, though similar 10
Silver~rg's earlier account of an enclosed society, "f1N
World /mule {1971), se1 in an arcology (tower block}. In
bet, the book is similar in more ways than one, including
its ~ing written in 1he pr~nt tense.
What is unusual about Sr.,irbome is its unbalanad
structure - for a long time nothing happens. Noelle begins
to lose touch with her sister and worries about it, but it
hardly changes life on the ship. Then, about half W2Y
through, the ship explores iu first habitable planet: two
explore.rs go down and are seized by a psychic miasma, fear
so gr~t that one dies. After twenty pages the ship goes on
to its second planet, vine.<ove.red and inhabited only by
giant worms.
That 's all that happens to them physically. However,
Noelle's problems with telepathic communication concern
the party more, and in the end, without any evidence, the
ship's party attributes the interference to ethereal beings
who inhabit the no-space through which the ship is
travelling. The last effon of the ship must be to contact

Michael Marshall Smith
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1hese 'angels'.
This ending makes Sr.,irbom~ very similar to Silverberg's
1991 novel, 77N Fau On 'T1N Waun, which also ends after a
voyage across unknown territory with its beroes being a
supernatural experience. And I fou nd it then to seem just as
much a weakness as I do now. I can't see how supernatura1
transcendence can ~ offered so re~tedly as a satisfying
conclusion, it seems jllSl as much out of place as it would in
Coronation Strttt or Knou 's landing.
However, it does provoke. some interesting paradoxes,
and you might like to compare and contrast Starbome with
Paul Davies's non-fictional About Time: Einstein's
Unfm is«d Revolution, jun published by Penguin. Wotan's
communication
revolves
around
the
telepathic
communication between Noelle and her twin sister on
Eanh. Davies (who won lots of money for a book about
quantum physics and religion, the Templeton Prize) has a
long discussion of the 'twins paradox', in which he shows
that twins separated by FTL travel age differently, because
time is passing at relatively different rates for them (ten
years on Eanh, is six years travel at close light speed). What
this also means is that a thought which lasts, say, ten
.s«onds on Earth lasts six seconds at FTL rates. Since
Noelle and her twin Yvonne, communicate immediately
(although with the interference they have to rMhink, like a
computer modem resending a signal which has been
NAKed - negatively acknowe.ldged), ten seconds and six
seconds are ~ing treated as identical in both places. This
cannot be true - Noelle is experiencing Earth time while in
no-space, with no suggestion that she is having to make
sense of time compression or dilation. She does not h~r
her sister's thoughts speeded-up or slowed down - they are
as her t houghts, and they cannot ~I don't know whether Srarborne ignores the science, and
then uses transcendence as an easy plot element to tie up its
story, though I do feel that the Davies book is an attempt
to smuggle supernaturalism into natural science. What is
interesting, though , is the way in which two writers on a
similar subject cannot make their stories agree. It makes me
very suspicious. Which takes us back to plots. Which is
where we began.

Spares HarpnCoJ/im, 1996, JOJpp, L9.99
Reviewed by Paul Kincaid

D ocs the science ficti onal element in a book have to make sense for it to be science fiction? Shopping malls that
are five miles square is a perfectly reasonable extnipolation from current trends - that such malls should fly is
n ot only aerodynamically unsound, it doesn't make sense either as a mode of transpon o r a social need. Yet it is
just such a mall, malfunctioning in the ruins of Richmond, that is the staning point for this novel - and as an
alien inc ursio n that sets up its o wn social dynamic, it works. In this new Richmond, the down-and-out
survivors o f the old, riot-torn Richmond have surged into the downed megama.ll and made it their own, but
o nly up to a point. T he lowest levels o f the mall are no w derelict, above them are the slums of dubious bars and
petty criminals, and so o n . Social standing and criminal pro wess increasing the higher you go, until above the
200th fl oor you are in the exclusive domain of people so rich that normal standards of probity and crim inality
do n ot hold.
So the stranded megarnall works as a concrete social met aphor. It also provides a n ideally seedy set of mean
streets down (or rather up) w hich Jack Randall, our latter-day Phillip Marlowe, must go. Randall is an
a rc het ypal c haract er: a war veleran who became an upright cop when all around were corrupt, but in tackling
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the crime lords head-on he was taking on something bigger than he could handle. His wife and child were
messily killed, he took to drugs in a big way, burned out and eventually had to hide away. Now, circumstances
have brought him back and he finds he has to confront the man he considers responsible for the death of his
wife, then form an uneasy alliance with him as they face an even bigger threat. The tatterdemalion knight who
has fallen from grace yet whose moral might somehow remains pristine is an overly familiar figure, not just
from Chandler but from his countless imitators. And Smith does nothing new with the character, if this was a
crime novel alone it would be too routine to notice. What makes it work is not what Smith does with the crime
elements, but where he places those elements.
Yet where he places them is in settings that are as believable as fantasy. There aren't just the flying malls that
defy logic. Randall hides out on a farm, not a run of the mill farm but a place where human beings are reared
without any form of education or proper care. These are clones of the super-rich, there simply to provide body
parts whenever the rich are unduly careless in their daily lives. This seems to happen with stunning regularity
considering the pampered, bodyguarded lifestyle of the few rich people we glimpse. But again, logic isn't the
issue here, for the farms provide a symbol of the darkness underlying this society, while the 'spares' are the pure
innocents that prompt Randall to recover his manhood in order to defend them.
But as Randall finds himself coming up against the very people who created and exploited the 'spares', he
finds his new crusade has its roots deeper in his own history. It takes him back to the war, back into the Gap.
There is a moment in Smith's first novel, Only Forward, when this cruel, bitter, balkanised Britain of the
future is suddenly revealed to be the all too solid construct of a strange Dreamland. The Gaps fulfils something
of the same role, an irreality that co-exists but intermingles with the brutal and bloody world we know. In this
case the Gap exists within the interstices of our reality. It is entered by following a cat - for cats are always on
the wrong side of any door (the Dali-esque logic is appropriate). It was in the Gap that the war was fought, a
hazy, crazy, drugged recreation of the Vietnam War - or, perhaps more appropriately, the Central American
war between science and magic realism in Lucius Shepard's Life During Wartime. It is in the Gap that Randall
discovers both the true brutality of his opponents and also the purity reflected in what may be the ghosts or
possibly the souls of the 'spares'.
If all of this gives the impression that Spares is a moral fable, it is. But it is a very strange fable , written with
the gritty relish of a horror novel and embellished with a body count that is far too high to contemplate.
If all this suggests that Spares is a farago of hackneyed characters in unbelievable settings, it is that too.
Nevertheless, the book works . Partly because Smith doesn't care if you believe in his inventions or not, nor
does he waste time trying to explain or justify them. He simply presents them, take it or leave it; and as
backgrounds for the story he has to tell they work well enough.
But it works mostly because Smith is a superb storyteller, and he presents this tale with a relish and a vigour
that are immediately engaging. The idiocies, the unbelievabilities only surface after the book has relaxed its grip
on you. Whilst you are reading it you are simply swept along on a rush of incident and tension. Who cares if
Randall is just an avatar of every Marlowe-come-lately when he has such a talent for getting himself into and
out of sticky situations, when he has such a sharp turn of phrase, and when he provides such a stunningly clear
moral light through such a breathlessly corrupt landscape? Who cares that megamalls could never get off the
ground when this one forms such a spectacular backdrop for a cascade of murders and firebombings and
kidnappings? Who cares that the Gap has about as much logic as any bad dream when it is so surreal, so vivid
and so twisted that it sets your mind on edge. This is a book to race with, a book you don't really want to think
too hard about once you have finished reading.
Guy N. Smith

Wn"ting Horror Fiction
A&C Black, 1996, 108pp, EB.99

Reviewed by Steve Palmer
This is one of many 'How to Write .. .' books which,
according io the inside cover, include how to write for the
teenage market, for children , about travel and, good grief,
how to write about food and how to write erotic fiction.
('First,getalife ...)
I suppose there are, nowadays, numerous genres and
subgenres that must be catered for, and I would imagine
there are thousands of writers desperate for a leg up. This
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(rather short) book is concerned with writing horror
fiction, hence the 50's style shrieking woman on the front
cover and the blue splodge that could be a hand or possibly
a squelching amoeba from one of the author's fifty-plus
novels. Is it a hand or is it a pseudopod? No, it's a dreadful
cover!
Delving into the book, the list of chapters includes such
topics as expanding an idea, characterization, the plot and
... oh, that's it. Thirty four pages on how to write a horror
novel, the rest is taken up with how to find publishers,
what to do after publication, the American market, the
graphic novel market. Most of the book seems to have been
culled from ordinary 'How to Write' books since there is
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comparatively little germane to horror.
What little there is seems relevant enough, for example:
Sometimes a character is born before a book. I
remember going to a wedding once when a man
walked into the church wearing a black jacket, jeam,
andamatchingfedora ...
And:
If your book is set in a particular locality, visit that
place, take some photographs and generally get the
fed of the area. Collect as much trivia rdating to the
surrounding locality as possible ..
Some of the advice, however, is somewhat
contradictory . Thus:
The temptation is to inuoduu yourself to the
manager of the shop, or announce to one of the sales
:miuants who you arc. Don't. It is el(lrcmely
unlikely that they will have heard of either you or
your book.
And yet:
Make sure that all the bookshops in your area know

Melanie Tern

Tides
Headline Feawre, 1996, 246pp, £16.99

F. Paul Wilson & Matt hew J. Costello

Mirage
Headline Feature, 1996, J12pp, £16.99

Reviewed by John Newsinger
Melanie Tern is a fine writer, producing novels that both
challenge and perturb, adding a chilling dimension of
horror to the everyday. In Tides she takes us to a nursing
home where a murderous spirit is loose, running amok
among the disturbed, disabled, sick and elderly. The
discomfort the reader feels at visiting such a place is
compounded by the antics of the malevolently playful Faye
who feeds off misery and suffering and death. This is a grim
book portraying an unforgiving world where everyone
loses, where survival is the best one can hope for and even
that looks remarkably like defeat. In the end, we all grow
old and die!
The novel centres on Rebecca Emig, the idealistic young
administrator of the Tides nursing home. She is barely
coping with her responsibilities which are eating up her
private life, and this is further complicated by the fact that
her father, Marshall, is one of the residents. He is suffering
the onset of Alzheimer's disease, the victim of an everyday
horror from which there is no escape, no salvation . Tern's
exploration of Marshall's confusion is superb, an often
moving account of a man losing his past, his identity Rebecca's response is finely observed.
Marshall becomes aware that the spirit of his dead first
wife, Faye, has come to Tides to reclaim her daughter and
to entertain herself among the residents in the process. Tern
introduces us to a remarkable cast of characters, all
economically delineated and successfully made real, such as
Alex, paralysed from the neck down:

about your book.
There are some curious conj unctions. For example, the
section on Luck appears at the end of the chapter on
writing American horror fiction, and you wonder if this
indicates some personally devastating incident from the
author's earlier career.
This book would seem to be aimed at the ordinary
writer as well as the horror writer. A su rprisingly small
amount is relevant to horror fiction and much of it seems
to be general information that I would imagine could be
culled from the common sense of a reasonably inte!ligent
person. Asking £J for such a book seems a bit much
considering (as a quick trip to any reasonably stocked
Smiths's will confirm) how many 'How to Write' books
there now are on the market. This one adds regrettably
little to what must now be considered a genre of its own.
It's quite a weird, self-referential thought that a genre has
appeared concerned with genres: will a book one day be
published entitled How to Write How to Write Books?

Alex let his eyes wet with tears. He had no control
over the emotional ]ability tha1 commonly resulted
from a high spinal.cord injury such as his; indeed the
external manifes1ations - tears, flushed and comoncd
face, penile erection, unsteady voice - were no longer
directly expressive of contemporaneous cmmions.
But he could control the use to which he put such
symptoms, and in the decades since the accident he'd
learned albeit unwillingly at fim, that opponunism
couJd be quite as effective as forethought. Tm so
sorry to be a nuisance,' he began ..
Alex has found a way to turn his misfortune into an
advantage and derives considerable satisfaction from the
manipulation, the exercise of power over his latest nurse,
Abby. His confrontation with Faye and narrow escape
from death, saved by an involuntary bowel movement, is u
blackly comic as you are likely to get. Alex is one of a
number of masterly creations.
While Faye fails to reclaim Rebecca, nevertheless in this
novel everyone loses. There is no victory, just a protracted
holding operation until failure, infirmity and death
inevitably take their toll. This is a powerful tale made all
the more memorable by its setting among the old and the
sick; Tern has produced a minor classic.
Mirage, by F. Paul Wilson and Matthew J. Costello is a
far less impressive affair. A young woman, Sam, is in a
coma without any apparent cause and her twin, Julie, uses a
new technique for exploring her memoryscape to try to
find out why and hopefully bring her round. The idea of
the memoryscape is very cleverly handled, portrayed with
accomplished skill, but the novel lacks any passion. The
characters are cardboard, impossible to identify with or
care about, and I worked out the villain around half way
through. This routine novel is unlikely to have left any
impression on my memoryscape.
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H ard Questions Gollancz, 1996, 288pp,£16.99
Reviewed by Stephen Payne

Dr Clare Conway, a researcher at Cambridge University, is invited to a Hard Questions conference in America.
This particular hard question is rlN Hard Question: life, the universe and everything. We're talking quantum
physics here. Meanwhile, the QX Corporation in America have built the world's first prototype quantum
computer, Qua, and they have invited Clare to have a look at it while she's over. Now, the quantum compUler
is a Big Idea. The drawback with yer typical modern computer is th.it it is physic.illy limited U1 the number of
tasks it can carry out concurrently; with the quantum computer there is no such limitation, it will use each
prob.ible version of itself, to infinity, to complete the task. Thus a task that would require years of processing
time, billions of iterations, can be completed in seconds - the possibilities are, literally, endless.
So Cl.ire zooms off to America with her would-be lover, Jack Fox, in tow, to give a speech at the Hard
Questions conference. Unfortunately, due to the spite of an ex-lover, she and Fox find themselves the target of
unwanted attention fro m a loony Waco-type cult headed by a David Koresh-inspired figure called Gabriel Soul.
Eventually they kidnap C lare, though luckily Fox manages to escape. Soul wants her to join them, so he
exposes her to a cruel variation on the Schrodinger's Cat experiment in an attempt to subjugate her. But the
torture affects C lare in an unpredicted way and, rather like Watson's Death H1mler where he realised death as a
physical entity, the purpose here is as much to illuminate the reader, as it is to motivate the character.
Clare is soon rescued by a SWAT team and events start to pile up with a randomness reminiscent of 'At The
Rialto'. Having jumped out of one frying pan, she just happens to be outside the QX labs when Qua is stolen.
'Don't touch that dial', we all cry as she re.iches forwa rd to switch the thing on ... But she docs, and it is as the
reader predicts - for we are all observers in this.
This is a thriller about quantum physic.s and the mooted possibilities of the quantum computer. Variations
on this science have been done before, most notably by Greg Egan in Quarantine, but Watson is a storyteller at
hean and that's what we have here. The plot's dogleg in the last few chapters was anticipated by this reader, and
I suppose anything labelled 'quantum' now.idays could be used as an excuse for any old rag and bones, but
Watson is not that sort of writer and I felt the book did not suffer as a result. His writing may be conventional,
but his ideas are certainly not, it's all big fun and highly recommended. Crap cover, though.

Zeitgeist: A Novel

Todd Wiggins

Gollancz, 1996, 320pp, L9.99

Reviewed by Andrew M. Butler
'Quentin Tarantino meets Tom Robbins·, it says here.
Tarantino should be fami liar to all here, by repute if not
by his actual work - although, pace 1he reputa1ion, Pulp
Fiwon isn't actually all that violent, with a body count of
something like half a dozen, and some of lhose were offscreen. The narratives of Rese-rvotr Dogs and Pulp Fiwon
were convoluted. disrupting the linear flow of time.
Tom Robbins is probably less well-known, a cult
novelist who became a ~--seller with his second-weakest
book, Sul/ Life with Woodpeckn, a love .story set in a packet
of Camel cigarettes. He has quietly produced six novels in
25 years, stuffed 10 the gills with memorable and eccentric
characters, and the one which provides a potential parallel
to Zei1geist {though one which is infinitely more moving) is
Skmny Legs and All, a reworking of The Jncmlibie Journey
in which a sock, a can of beans and a spoon travel across
America in search of Jerusalem.
As midnight and the millenium approach (as the
narrator notes, a year too early, but thems the breaks), a
prisoner awaits execution and a journalist waits to tell his
story. A bisexual Welsh philosopher, an African-American
hacker and anarchist, a lesbian martial arts expert and a
crazed Jewish defrocked priest all have to leave New York
in a hurry, with the cops and the media on their trail

(Natural Born Killen, perhaps?). Their stories arc told in a
series of flashbacks, along with that of the narrator, Venus
Wicked, a call-girl. Along the way the four pick up a
battered, silent woman who brings the sexual tensions
between them to the fo re (Wiggins seems comfortable with
hetero and lesbian sex, but gay sex is discretely off-screen).
This is a violent book: Venus Wicked strangles one
customer during sexual intercourse and is the victim of a
vicious gang rape. This disturbing scene is trumped by an
oral Babbitting which turns the stomach without tugging
the heartstrings; the same incident in John Irving's 7M
World According to Garp is f.tr more shocking. This also
means that the twist in the plot is unsubtly telegraphed:
since we are alerted to this by the blurb - 'Venus Wicked ..
knows far more about this story than she's prepared to
admit' - the surprise is minima1. Not that it would be a
surprise to anyone who has read Tom Robbins's Anolhn-

Roadsu:/e Auraction.
There are some interesting ideas in the fabric of the
story, in its satire of contemporary America, but the
fragmented nature of the portrayal sits uneasily with the
road-movie plot. Mark Leyner does this sort of thing so
much better in vignette form in Et Tu, Ba/N: and Toot.h
lmprinll on a Com Dog. This book tries so hard to be
manic and wacky and satirical that it trips over in the
anempt. 'An explosive literary debut,' it says in the blurb not one I wish to folJow up.
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Piers Anthony

Roe and a Hard Place
NEL, 19%, 32Jpp, £5.~

Reviewed by Graham Andrews
Most of Piers Anthony's Xanth novels fail what should be

5:;ra;

h'"]!~u~~~~ :::;

~~ti~~el.
ite a~;J u~:
the aut hor bm writing a good Story. The yam still needs
structure, characterisation, movement, narrative hook, buildup, climax, and a.II the rest '" (from Of Worlds &yond: Advent,
C hicago, 1964, p. 76).
For the uninitiated reader, Xanth is an enigmatic world
whose inhabitants work on a punishing schedule; it is locaced

!ff~\::~:
~;J~~!hl~h; hi~7efr 1l~eer~e;~;~;~1t:hri~:
three Xanths: A S~ll for Chamelton
The Souru of
(1977);

Magic and Castle Roogna (bot h 1979}. After that , well ...
Roe and a Hard Place ('t he nineteenth Xanth adventu re')
mixes up the once and future formula: cute title; non-stop

Paperback Reviews
edited by
Tanya Brown

_Pi:: ;\t~

~~i"~o5thtnia;i~~f;e~n:n~ i::\re;~u~h
tt·~·:;
come at me unexpectedly, one by one: not with all the
predictability of a Perseid meteor shower. With humour, less
me.i.ns more. Read P.G. Wodehouse - or Raymond
Chandler. And puns shouldn 't be run into the ground, like

so,

Brian Aldiss

She [Mnria) peered al the dou. •Jun ~actly wb.it "" you, BB
br.un?'"
'"I'm an angry punctuation mark: an irritau~d colon,• 1hr dou
said. '"and I ;un going 10 make you pau..se before you continue..•

The Secret of this Book
HarperColliru, 1~6,£5.~. JJ4pp

Reviewed by L

J.

:~..,.!~~
f:;::•pau.5e u it 1Ues.·
• Al it ukes 10 what? To refreshr

Hurst

'Twenty-odd stories" is the sub-title of th.is book, bu1 you
might think them twenty odd stories, including the infamow
'Horse Meat' from lnterzone. Ahhough one or two Slories
i~eth~~i:b~~i~;:;e~=~d !!!~':e ~: :a~i:t r~aJ~~~amasy
Between stories Brian Aldiss has written a linking text,
which varies in its clarity. One of 1he more interesting links
includes ex1rac1s from his notebook, including this
observation ~To say what you think: not as easy as you'd
think", and a lot of This Book proves it. That is panly because
some of the nories re;id less as a complete story 1han as
etsodes from something lonier. Even 'Horse Meat ' - one of

~~

lo:~ 0tfo~to}t1;s~;~r:g
r~a:e~~e l~nh:::ra~~:~~~~
out of a wider context. 'Makini My Father Read Revered
Writings' and 'Sining With Sick Wasps', which follow
'Horse Meat', but are nothing to do wit h fantasy, both show
this. Wha1 Aldiss does in those stories, as in many others, is
to cast himself into another na1ionafoy (Danish in the fo rmer
ase, Indian in the other), for reasons I cannot fathom. A
Danish boy reads a good book, presses his father to read it,
and discovers that his father is not moved. That's it. So why
could the boy not be British? What is 1he significance of his
nationality?
Maybe the answer to that question is ~ Seo-et of elm
Book. Or perhap5 it lies elsewhere, bccawe, as Aldiss remarks
earlier, "Information has become a saleable commodity'", but
the downside is that some information is not saleable - •one
son of information without monetary value is personal
information - that is, provided the person involved is not
famous or infamow... Were you ever interested in an
account of someone else's operation - however much you

:bo~~

~~chs:t,toa:Ct~f::tJr~~:~• t~~dlye~::~fh1~£o~;~ti:~t
non-ex istent persons remains in demand. And surely fic1ional
characters can be neither famous nor infamous? Or is that
also The Secret of this &ok?

'"I thought you'd oever uk: Al it takes 10 make you give up
and go away."
•1 gn it! You're mother challenge:
·Too much of a challenge for you: Give i1 up.•
Mnri.a tried to walk around the nas1y colon, bu1 it moved over
10 shove her into the moa1,
And there's more ... more ... more ... Xanth novels are now
one incessant semi-private pany which mere mundanes are

;:~~m:a;~r c:eh

;f ahi:h~~:Jt~!~c~ecs~:: E:~.il.F~on~h~h~

:a~l~~:\~~te~;~~~u~sell('~~e~e:11,~~d~;J

~~Jtb:~~h~~~j

~;;t ~nhdavised th1 ;:r;r~:y uror°7h:hfi~t !r;e~g:~~~h~e~f
0

1

•, but some still have to wait thei r turn ... " (p. 320).

199

In Roe and a Hard Placr, Roxanne Roe is being tried for ...

~:o

!:c;~~~h;i~1

tk:~hi:':~ ~r;hr!;1:~fi~d~tisd~~~~
son of thing they like" (Abraham Lincoln). That S2YS it all .

C.D.B. Bryan

Close Encounters of the Fourth
Kind: A lien Abduction and
UFOs - Witnesses and SdentislS
Report

Onon. 1995, 6-42 pp. £6."
Reviewed by Maureen Kincaid Speller

If one is to believe a poll conducted by the Roper
Organization in the United States in 1991, as many as J.7
million Americans mi~ht qualify as probable alien
abducteees. The poll and its interpretation are considered to
be highly controversial, but there is no doubt that alien
abduction is the anomalous phenomenon of the moment,
fuelled by the increasi ng tide of books on the subject, as well
PULP ACTION • page 23
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as a plethora of films and cultural references. So, are people
1!ri!ei~f ~~~f:~:e~eicai~:~t2raeres ;~ip1:ubi~~:toi:,

history. He decides to track down Annie after she survives
th e
:~~da;Jsb:;!feub:::~;~r:;Je:a:SU!I° :~~!t~ith the

~~sj~;~~~e:hJ~:!~0 f;:;dsfift~~~~rtc~lr ei:~hi~e;~~ ~~e1: ~ : :

;~~~efo~Ytfe~i~~i~~~n!:~a1°1~:gh!,tt::::r;toe/~;~~~;;
start saying things like "The black river runs and never stops~
I reach for my King or Campbell to remind myself how this
sort of thing should be handled. The Eternal creeps into
almost interesting quasi•mythological terrain with the
discovery of the bad guy's true identity but it 's far too late to
save the novel from toppling under its own ponderous
weight.

b:~~

~

le~J'~1 ;;~n!:i~,:~~1~i;o:~!;,:t~jr~il~~~~:t;~~j~~•~
you will most likely remain none the wiser.
Bryan, a journalist, attended the Abduction Study
Conference held at MIT in 1992, and this is his personal
account of the week's activities. Personal, as in he attended
the various sessions and reports back to his reader on what
was said, or as much as he could note down, and he also
interviews a number of participants, researchers and alleged
abductees; he even attends some hypnosis sessions organised
by one researcher. However, it is very difficult to glean any
sense of what Bryan himself thinks about the whole thing.
He occasionally notes that he is not sure if he is convinced by
a particular argument or story, but that is about as far as he
seems willing to stray from the path of bland regu11;itation.
!~/t~:r1:1:~a::~ ~i~hve~t1:h~1~m~~ 0 ~n°J batitc~i~~
phenomenon, so although he confidently trots out the facts
and figures about early post-war UFO sightings and the Betty
and Barne Hill abduction case in the 1960s and the saga of

ft

~e~~ht ~£°imBp0o0!~n~:~~~~~~e~s !~ve~~~d i~i!a:~:t!ait
Similarly, although the conference was held in 1992 and the
book is copyrighted 1995, Bryan, for whatever reason, has
completely ignored the more recent furore generated by John
E Mack, co-chairman of the conference, claiming that aliens
definitely exist, and the controversial circumstances
surrounding Linda Cortile's alleged abduction, supposedly
witnessed by Secret Service men.
More than that, Bryan seems remarkably unwilling to
engage with the possible theories as to what is really going
on. In a chapter entitled 'Various Theories' he vaguely
examines the scientific researches of people such as Michael
Persinger and Kenneth Ring and looks once again at Mack's
claims that this is a product of our cosmic expansion, but
seems reluctant to stray into psychological and folkloric
territory, or even to face the fact that some of the abductees
~mfi~~l:~:a~~de~t}~}i:\;h;~a:xrt:erit~:~

~i~ ~:ot\fi~!

has;~ ttf!i~~\~rs0 b~~~n~~f ;i~e~:r~ value as a 'popular'

;~~~t.e

~~~~ui~ o:htehe r~;il~re~trrh;en
~~~ciaj~~roc~~~:~r;
entertaining if you happen to be aware of the 'behind-thescenes' manoeuvrings in abduction research, but if hou are

i~,k~u~~~

s:~~~:ei'~
t~ t~~d:~b~:~~e~o::ful~ ~c:;tt~
corrective to Bryan's bland lack of judgement.

Mark Chadbourn

The Eternal
Vista, 1996, 38ipp, £5.99

Reviewed by Colin Bird
Another bland horror-by-numbers novel - I' m sure there
must be a software package that puts these things together
automatically. The story concerns a mysterious stranger who
meets Annie, the heroine, on a train and begins to tell her
that he knew Jim Morrison of The Doors. At this point,
:i~~~h:dls~~:~~~e' :~1~~i?tnnJ~h::\~~~~:ate\1i~egpp:~e;:;~:
one of those nondescript 'incarnation of pure evil' characters
that populate these novels. He causes the train to crash, just
one of a series of tragedies he has catalysed throughout
page 24 • PULP FICTION
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Arthur C. Clarke &
Gentry Lee

Rama Revealed
Orbit, 1995, 635pp, £5.99

Reviewed by Andrew Butler
In 1973 Arthur C. Clarke's Rendezvous with Rama was
r.ublished, a classic Big Dumb Object novel. An incredibly
e;;~r:rc:~ipth~~te;ba~~~n:t: itd:;~rt!~ bn~=r~r:~;
fh;:]~~ra:S~rh~:e:~~ilie~~hship~a;;:id ~1e:~:Xrh~~~ivie~

~:d

;hiirr~~ci;;j/ferd~;a~:~0:;Sj·uJg:d
~1~:;rtn;ai~:d
both engineers and a throne, Rama peculiarly (and
thankful!y) resisted gaining a son or striking again or even
meeting Abbott and Costello. Over the last few years, this
situation changed: Ramans also do sequels in threes.
Number three is possibly not the best place to return to
the Rama saga, but a prologue helpfully outlines the story so
far, and if this does, as the title implies, reveal Rama, then it
is possible to dispense with all that suspense business and cut
to the chase. This initial signs, however, are not good: not
only is this lhe third sequel, but it's three times as long as the

:r~r!;~~: ~~t~re~~, t~;

~hi~0hg~het:en1;0 :~~e~:~~1: ;;;o~~:
these days is "Papa?" and a mild fit of hysterics.
So humans have hitched a lift on this huge spaceship and
are heading for parts unknown. But their society has become
a totalitarian one, and our hero scientist Richard has left,
leaving his partner Nicole to be executed as a traitor.
Fortunately, she is rescued, along with her family, and then
can go exploring in the rest of Rama. They encounter an

h~::

!ps:c/fi~ie:tl;st:r:~~~~1~;:u~~~\;~lat~0 ~~~~

:~~

:~~intth~?i~~ j~s~c~nth~-h~~e:~st:~;, ~:vJ ab;;~a;n;;oha:~
been uplifted by another race. The interaction of these

~f~isf~d:~~t~~~

t:~

1In:ta::fef:hbe~fl~
;;:!c~l::tis:;it~~~~
is not so willing to forget them, and is spoiling for a fight.
Clarke's best known works deal with human encounters
with the infinite: with the Overmind or with a black
monolith, or, in a sense, with the mind of God. Humans are

fn°i::~

f~:r:ti!~ ~: ~::t:x 0 ~a~~i:e:.
~::~~fedt,h:t~~~
two such. And somehow it all seems a little mundane. So
much for the abilities of humans to son it out; why bother
with the can.do spirit, when God can son it all out? Even the
remarkable achievements of the octospiders are owed to an
earlier species.
There are other peculiarities: a character returns to the
humans from the family, and is described as being absent for
more than a year when only a few months can have passed.
A child is described as being no more than a year old, and a
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few pages later (and admittedly a couple of decades) she is
around four. The dialogue clanks awfully, and unnaturally,
whereas the prose flows. And despite the invention,
opportunities are missed. What is it like to be a child in an
adult's body? How could a colour-blind human
communicate with the octospiders? How did the octospiders
lear()~~r~ri:r:a:?old-fashioned good yarn, stuffed with the
sense of wonder, of grandeur and of the sublime. One thing
bugs me: the ship is sometimes Rama UI, and somet imes the
original ship refurbished and returned 'for the third and final
journey'. Doesn't that mean that there's two more of the
buggers !eh out there?

paperback, of a book originally published in the USA back
in 1991. Book 2, A False Mirror, is to be published here in
December, followed by 71:Je Spoils of War in 1997. The long
gap between US and UK publishing dates explains why the
Soviet Union is depicted as still being around sometime in
the future!
A Call to Arms is about the Earth becoming involved in
an interstellar war between the forces of the Amplitur and
the Weave. The Amplitur are a race of telepathic projectors
who can control other species and thus force them into
supporting their Purpose, which is to attain complete
~:1
~et~a~~d:[1;~:ect~r~i:;
~;a~:!s ~!~~s:/b~

h~~i

~t:

subsumed into the Amplitur, and who have been resisting for

David Feintuch

Midshipman's H ope
Orbit, 1996, 361pp, £5.99

Reviewed by Tanya Brown
The cover of Midshipman's Hope - the first in 'The Seafort
Saga' - lauds it as reading 'like a collaboration between
Heinlein and C. S. Forester'. This is a remarkably accurate
assessment.
Nick Seafort is a well-behaved, l:i.w-abiding - and

[of~::tHi~;

~?~~~t~~~~~~egn~e~-i!!~fi;:;Y~;e ~~etfe5
Nation. Naval officers have to start young, to reduce their
risk of contracting melanoma; thus, as in days of old, the
midshipmen are teenagers, and Nick, the senior midshipman,
has his hands full trying to keep them under control. It
would, of course, be unthinkable for him to join in with
their foolery. His career is too important to throw away.
The Navy of 2195 is remarkably like the British Navy of
three centuries before; the same rule-bound life aboard, the

dfffe~~~:~:

:h~~r~\~t~;n~f~)iet s~%i~~~ig;£°~~~~s! ~t~r:a;;
the grand, Heinleinian scale of the interste!lar 'ocean', Nick's
familiarity with Amanda (a young, female colonist travelling

:~~:ilti~n~f~!~i~~ ;hn:n~~f;o~?;.s Navy is more God- and
Tragedy strikes just when it's too late to turn back to
Earth, and Nick unwillingly finds himself in command of the
ship - a position that he's the first to admit he is unsuited
for. Nevertheless, the rules cannot be broken. Nick must do
his best to hold the crew together, cope with an onboard
computer whose increasing paranoia makes Clarke's HAL
look positively benevolent, and maintain the trust of the
colonists - oh, and win the heart of the fair Amanda, of
course.
This is a rite-of-passage novel, from Nick's fisticuffs with
the quarrelsome Vax who subsequently respects him, to his
acceptance that he can never be as perfect as his father would
have wished, and his realisation that sometimes rules have to
broken and that he needs the courage of his convictions.
Another four novels in 'The Seafort Saga' have already been
published in the US; it'll be interesting to see if, by the end
of the last , Nick Seafort has grown up. Meanwhile, the

~~di; fo:~h~s~~a[:,a~ s~~it:h~~mf; s':'~:\~hiu~:ut1;1~:
region of space to search for sentient races who can join the
~~r~tuata~tt: ;i:x~~plitur and stem their inexorable advance
wlo should the landing party first contact but loner New
Orleans composer Will Dulac, using an extended Caribbean
sailing trip to try and complete a new work?
The Weave have been heartened by analysis of our
broadcasting output into thinking we are a very warlike and
bloodthirsty race, ideal for combating the Amp!itur.
Wanting to keep Earth out of the conflict, peace-loving Will
does his level best to convince the Weave party that this view
is totally wrong, and we are really struggling to put war
behind us and achieve world peace.
To prove his point, Will recruits a motley crew of misfits
whom he thinks will be absolutely useless to the Weave.
Unfortunately for Will, not only do his recruits turn out to
be superb fighters, but the Amplitur arrive in Earth's skies
with the intention of adding Humanity to the list of their
subject races in the Purpose. Therefore, we're in the fight
whether we like it or not, called to arms.
Foster is an undemanding writer, who has made his pile
with sundry novelisations of film scripts and even computer
games. Although he has in the past turned out a few gems
like lcerigger, I have found most of his output to be wellwritten, but bland and uninvolving. Despite Foster trying to
address more serious issues about the dichotomy of human
nature in A Call to Arms, it st ill falls firmly into this latter
category, and I can't really recommend it.

Mary Gentle

Golden Witchbreed
Vista. 1996,476pp,£5.99

Reviewed by Kathy Taylor
Golden Witchbreed is one of my favourite novels and it isn't
possible to do justice to its complexities in a short review.
On its simplest level the plot follows the adventures of
d;e;tru~h~st:~ t~dv:~:~~/rt:i~~:1Eft~ ~;~~rhl;

1c1;~:.

:~r~rzh~iein~e:i~:~~t•sth;h~;:~t~:/uti!~~lyt~n:~~r~~:ns:~;:
dimensional, there are flashes of wit and some thoughtful
exchanges.

written story with interesting characters and some decent
plot twim. O n a more interesting level the book presents the
interesting theme of Christe's struggle to maintain the
balanced tension between understanding of and assimilation
into Orthean culture.
The true fascination of Golden Wltchbreed lies in its

Alan Dean Foster

~~~~~t~;;:na~:}~~~:::11/~:e~t°:~:ti~ ;~:
and some of the concepts translate only clumsily into

A Call to Arms: Book 1 of
'The Damned'
Legend, 1996, 346pp, £5.99

Reviewed by Alan Fraser
This is the first UK publication, directly to mass format

~~r~~~~;

~~~~

~

~i~~!:~~ef~!h~~:e~ld~:b/h~it;:y~hi;o;;h a['tfeeb~~k
was thinking in the Orthean terminology.
One of the key concepts in the book is that of the
telestre. Telestre means both land and family - and the
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Onheans Stt no difference bt:twttn the two. It forms the
basic unit of the Southland society. Each telestre is hdd in
trust for the Goddess by the atendt:d family which lives and
works on it. The telestre is all-imponant and is the focus of
the Onheans' basic loy:llty.
Each group of telest res vote into office their S'an who
represents them a1 Coun. From amongst the S':m comes the
T"an Suthai-Telestre - the Crown. The Onheans use the
~af~hti:i/;; c~::~~;i:~r th:\~;:7rr;;:nh:chnt•a~~~~
appointed and by which the policy on the relationship
between Eanh and Onhe is determined. Added into this are

new Saint for the Outer Spaces. The two st rongest stories are
the last two in the collection: 'Beneath the Shadow of Her
Smile', Jablokov's first sale, is set in the trenches of a First
World War that has draggt:d on into the 1930s and 'A Deeper
Sea' (1989 and subsequently cxpandt:d to novel length) tells of
expe.riments into cetacelln intelligence ending on a research
stuion orbiting Jupiter. As you would expect from
somebody with such a strong track record of sales to the bt:st
of the science fiction magazines, the st0ries are good, well•
:ri,~:~t::~i!~~~ (~;str~;tt:k!dt7~k:1i:he

~:~~r~;~r

k2~: t~!s~~;~c;; t~ntis:~:; ~oro~:le::t~~ities which

some gigantic dinner pany, and clattered when he moved.'
Yet somehow, for the most part, they fail to engage; they
lack that certain something. Jablokov is undoubtedly a fine
writer of shon fict ion, and for those who don't read

~:~:;:~'![

:~~m~:rt~:s
:r~ht:~~e~ti;:n~~~r !~e t1
volume doesn't have the spark nttdt:d to project the author
into the front rank of modern sf shon story writers.

J will
It's not ohen I an recommend 2 book without
reservation but Goldm Wiuhbrttd deserves a place on the
bookshelves of all liten.ry science-fiction readers. If you have
yoh:~~dh~- pleuure of doing so I strongly

William H ope Hodgson

The House on the
Borderland

New Engli.sh Library, 1996, 188pp,£5.99

Reviewed by Stephen Payne

b~!~:

O liver Joh nson

h~

The Forging of the Shadows
Legend 1996, 596pp,£5.99

Reviewed by Vikki Lee

:h~~;

The Forging of the Shadows is a first novel by this editorturned-author, and is the first book in the 'The Lightbringer'
Series.
For seven years the city of Thrull has been ruled by Lord
Faran Gaton Nekhron and followers of the God, Iss. lss is
the God of Eternal Light and Life in Death, so it comes as no
surprise that the city is ruled by vampi res and the undead. A
fo retelling. however, has revealed that this rule will change
after ~en years, :and so it is on the eve of the big day for
Thrull that this story begins.
Unhrt:d, servant of the God Reh, and a priest of the
name, is summont:d by his brother to Thrull. Aher meeting
and rescuing an old man on the road, Uthrt:d learns 2 little
h:~\~~a~h~ ~o~n:r:;a::
%~t~ii;it!:r~ 11h;a;:;/!!

~:J;:O~di~fu~i

him.
Jayal , a warrior, and son of the former ruler of Thrull, is

b~~\~!~~l!e~1:f ~tte :J:im:~~~i~~e a~r:i:e:,ed~!a1!!:
pivots. The Borderland is the borderland on the ot her side of

b~tf~~~i~fetoci~;re\~ \~ s~rt~a~:~a~i~em::obetr~~~e;~~
blighted by magic, Jayal is on a voyage of person'.Jdiscovery.
As he slowly uncovers his own past, J ayal finds that his life is

From a desolate house in the wilderness of western Ireland at

~:b,~h~ ~~ \h:Os,C~~ule ~~~~ita~r,h;eu:t:~ew~d ~h~

cessation of time, Tbe Hou~ on Tbe &rd~rland is the tale of
an unnamed narrator's journey into the awesome and

f:~i~l~~~feh~::e t~ha~0 =7~:;i:~~-e T!~l~c~:g
the protagonist remains an uncelebratt:d cipher and the only
other human character, his sister, remains part of the
m1rrative furniture, but this apparent simplicity is deceptive
and to judge this book purely on its unconformity to the
conventional tropes of the novel is a mist-ake - this is some
breathtaking journey. h 's a fabulous and extraordinary trip
through the life and death of everything, a wondrous odyssey
~7:~a]~~/~~esJ~ 0Ju~~; :iaili: ~o~!fe
concern himself with the creation of The House or its

}~~

Jt:!~:;n;fgbtli~}ug:i~i~h;g;~~i;es~tJr:R~~f17~~
three decades.
Sometimes we ~d these old gothic romances (if it can be
describt:d as such) with the cynical and tirtd eyes of the
nineties. ·Been there, se-en it, done it," we say. Not this time.

Alexander Jablokov

The Breath of Smpension
Avon, 1996, .HJpp, S5.99

Reviewed by Mark Plu mmer
Alexander Jablokov might be thought of as an Asimov$
writer. His first sale, 'Beneath the Shadow of Her Smile',

f~fio:j ~~

!~~

~f:nt:i:"eiC:e!':~~f:t;t~~~a1~~tra~d
(by which point the magazine had become the less
cumbersome Asimov's Science Fiction), and a.II bar two of
these are included in this, his first collection.
The materia1 is unashamedly science-fictional: artists
reshape worlds and themselves in scenes reminiscent of
Michael Moorcock 's 'End of Time' series; a time-travelling
cop hunts an alien junkie hookt:d on religion; the story of a
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~~{~~

i:~li~;hi~i!~;~~J';~! ~J~:na~:~ that nightmare is

:hi;:

to tr~ta:'ofTh:i1~g;t;~:f/
:t~r~~fn~r°~~j
Faran. Her only escape from her prt:dicament is death; but

~~: ~if7

!i~7e;

ind;~thh~fr:jty~h~ 6~n~_P;c~:~gn 2
night of Thalassa's impending demise and Thrull's liberation,
a stranger arrives at the whorehouse, and all becomes chaos.
This is a dark novel indeed, with a sprinkling of welldrawn characters and bags of pace. The story appears to take
place over roughly 24 hours from cover to cover, and the
amount of action and twists in the plot, leaves the reader
ahernate!y exhausted and depressed. There is little to redeem
the oft overwhelming oppression in this novel - people seem

~t:

~~at/i~h;nn~h: •:~,; 0 :u;~~~~~rs :~ ~=i!~ i~
vampiric undead themselves: the feeling that these shambling,

ti~~

~:J~hgf;;g:~r:::r~hc;::i ~~1hi~:~:U~i/h~~d,;ti~~;~!1

the gener~ nastiness of the other ch:tracters.
This story could have endt:d with this novel, but enough
main ch:aracters escape Thrull for Johnson to conti nue, if
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there is more story to come. Just where the story can go
from here is beyond me, though. Although the book was a
mildly entenaining read, this lover of fantasy won't be
rushing out to buy the second book.

A Man Betrayed

J.V. Jones

Orbit, 1996, 504pp. £5.99
Reviewed by Vikki Lee
This second volume in 'The Book of Words' trilogy
continues to follow the fortunes of Mel!iandra, the runaway
daughter of the powerful Lord Maybor, and Jack, the
eponymous &ker'1 Boy from the first book of the series.
Having escaped the evil intentions of Lord Bara!is, Jack
and Melli flee north into the lands of the Halcus - the ancient
enemy of the lands in the south. Following an attack by
Halcus guards, Jack and Melli arc separated. Melli is sold to
slavers and Jack falls in with a smuggler by the name of
Rovas, and his family. Fortunately, from this point on in the
book, Jack and Melli do not meet again, so the reader is
:h~r~:~k.going romance that bogged down so much of
The entourage that set out from Castle Harvel finally
reaches Bren, and the political machinations begin in earnest.
Baralis sets about securing the marriage of Prince Kylock 10
Ca1herine of Bren, whilst Lord Maybor does the same, trying

b~S:::;~~¥:;{

...°1~~cl/ !~i~~nofhhif:~:~PT~i~
;u\~to~a~~~~
sleeve. Aware of the political implications of Kylock's success
~la~t~h:i~~o~[~ s~~;q~::ihfri~~\!d~y~~ckuf:o: t:h:~ftin;
all upon his death.
Amidst all the tension and intrigue, the two hapless
guards, Badger and Grift, again entertain with 1heir

it isn't common in the modern er.i..
In 1932, a series of unusual even1s take place in the cell
block which serves as death row in a unidentified southern
state's penitentiary. A complex web of evil deeds and
miraculous events is to unfold, which reaches down to the
present day.
John Coffey is brought to the cell block, sentenced to
death for the brutal murder of two small girls. The Green
Mile - the 60-foot stretch of green linoleum from his cell to
the electric chair - awaits, but there's a lot to happen before
then.
Right from his arrival, the Chief Warden of E Block, Paul

~e~~~~nh\: ~;a~ f!~~ ~h~ ::di~~;c!~nr~;ree7s
!jrt:~~:
that live on the block.
0

If I was feeling literary I could mention the obvious

~ttt;h:11~:~;~e~ik~1~h~~7r~~~f:e:: :f;ha;l ~~~jd :Sh~
~tcew:i~i~; 1~fi~fiis"\:kd b~e ;:~ iid~~~~~b~e [~o~t ~~~6'~
0

ret irement home, successfully and comprehensively frames
the action in the past.
I could also go on to mention the occasional anachronism
and infelicity, or the way in which the chunks of exposition
ha;;:~~ ai~ t t0

~~i~:

t~:~~h!s 1:01:e;;n!

sr::

te ;~:;

wh~h~t~~:1~elf r:! asa~Jins~:;~v;lat edge of raw
brilliance that occasionally shines 1hrough a King story. If
read as six volumes you will forgive the rough edges; and if
ever cut down to a single novel, it will be one of the best he's
ever written, unless the edge of brilliance is edited out.
David Lines & John Abbott

The XXXX Files
Arrow, l996,£4.99.60pp

~~:d:!o:sv:; l::~~nts~~J;e~f ~~:fr:::;: t~:dru~v:f
things). Tavalisk, the Archbishop, continues to exercises his
culinary expertise whilst being even nastier to his manservant
~~a;ocrlr~:~-~- ~~dt:!tl~~~af1:d~ ~~;e.will eventually lead
I was a little unhappy with the first book in this series
when reading it last year, and thought it rather unoriginal.

h:~

f~~
~~.w~;ir~t,:gnesMi;ll~e~~id\1dpr~;int: :n:bf~r
concentrate more on the meat of this series. I for one am
really looking forward to the conclusion of this trilogy and
feel I can now recommend it to you folks too.
Stephen King

The Green Mile I: The Two
Dead Girls
The Green Mile 2: The Mouse on
the Mile
The Green Mile 3: Coffey's Hands
The Green Mile 4: The Bad
Death of Eduard Delacroix
The Green Mile 5: Night journey
The Green Mile 6: Coffey on the
Mile
all Penguin, 1996,£1.99

Reviewed by Mark Plummer
'The X Files meets Purple Ronnie,' says the Press Release

:~~l;~j~~i~~~~;. rft~~;~n:ro;~:~~ tb;ks i:c~rs ~t~~k

consists of 60 single page cartoons featuring alien 'greys', at
home, at play, and pestering humanity. The title is
presumably designed to establish a linkage with The X Files,
something which will almost certainly boost sales, bu1 this
isn't an X Files book per st; it merely covers the same sort of
ground. It is, again according to its news release, 'highly
illustrated' and 'very funny ". The former slatement is
undoubtedly correct, although one migh1 wonder what else
are we to expect from a book of cirtoons, but 1he lauer is
somewhat deba1able. In 1he fir~l place, the cartoons aren't
terribly well drawn and ... well, an awful lot of them just
aren't in 1he Ieas1 bit amusing. Then again, humour is
subjec1ive. Make up your own mind. Read it in a bookshop,
which shouldn't take much more than five minutes, and
decide whether you think there's anything about this book
:~~~hji~~h~!~s ts;;~~; r~~~:~oovr::~eh~':e a:e;t:t~\~h
even the slightest connection to the show.

George R.R. Martin

Fevre Dream
Vina, 1996, 350pp,£5.99

Reviewed by Pat McMurray

Reviewed by Tanya Brown

The Green Mile is a serial thriller, written and published in six
p::irts of roughly 25,000 words at monthly intervals. This is
not a new method of publishing - Dickens published several
of his novels using this format, writing them as he wen1 _ but

At the 1995 Worldcon, George R.R. Manin - who pursues
the dual paths of editor and author - said that, rather than
stick to one genre, he preferred to write one or two novels
which would explore that genre, and then move on. A Game
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of71mmes, his l:uest novel, is epic fantasy; he has also written
space opera a.nd heroic fantasy. Fet.lff Drt:~m is Martin's slant

;;~7°:;

~:~~; ~~tr~t;1yt~~:!~.sto~~!,3 ~~:i.~pi
i~
s1eamboatman Sttms to be aver, the harsh winter of 1855 has
destroyed all his boats, and bis hopes with them. On an April
night in the Pla.nters' Hotel, the mysterious Joshua York
makes Ma.rsh an offer he ca.n 't ref~ - a brand-new
sidewheeler, bigger and hster and more bnutiful than any
other boa.ton the river. All tha.t York asks in return is tha.t
his friends can travel frtt of charge. It sounds simple enough,
and although Marsh is suspicious of such largesse, the deal
seems stra.ightforw:1.rd.
Only when the Fet.lff Dream is cruising the waterwa.ys of
the Mississippi a.nd her tributaries does Marsh begin to realise
tha.t the situation isn't as rosy as he ha.d thought. Joshua.'s

~~:d::r:u:a~~~ ~£

i:;t ~;!~~-

0

:iid;t 'tZrkdt:~r:~~.a.:~\~~~~: ~h:h:

1

Anad~v~~lti~~ll;~j~~t;~i~~eif c~f:~;~~~; t~:
leaves the boat during those unscheduled midnight stops at
deserted 1imber mills and riverside houses to hunt vampires.
Vampires like himself.
Only gra..dually does Marsh come to a.ccept this; he's a
pra.ctial man, and vampires are the stuff of old stories to
scare children. An encounter with York's enemy, Julian who believes that human beings are prey - leaves ~ h
convinced that v;i;mpires are real: finally he begins 10
understand Joshua York's dilemma. York is trapped by his
wish to make pea.cc with Julian's people, r.1.ther than

=:~~~:,

t~heh~ ::ee s~h~f hr.:o: ;em!:ah~,;~

~:~:s

~~n,:;
;o:;r:t~id~in~rs~:g~tr.a?m!~is:n ba~~d
knowled~e of 1he river are tried to the utmost.
This 1s not a novel which concerns itsdf with blood and
nigh1 alone; Manin uses the vampire metaphor ta explore
issues of pawer, sacrifice and degeneration; Marsh and York's
journey into the 'heart of darkness' owes mare to Conrad
than to Anne Rice. Images of stagnation and decline - a
weed-jammed bend of the river cut off by changes in the
Mississippi's course, a filthy bar in New Orleans - are
contrasted with the gleaming mirrors and marble floors of
the Ftvre Dream, just as Marsh's essential honesty and
honour offset the treacherous, amoral Saur Billy, Juli:m's
human henchman.
Ma.nin's interpretation of the vampire myth is subtly
conveyed, and more convincing - scien1ifically a.nd
emotionally - than many. While he doesn't dwell on the act
of vampirism, neither does he gloss over the everyday
1bn~:.b~n'!:7c:r~~\b~~t!;j~?s1:ve~~l~~gh:~~~

b:

novel, i1 has a convincing se:nse of pla.ce and time; as a horror
novel, its sense of brooding menace .ind powerlessness is
remarkably effective.

Paul McAuley

Fairyland

•

Vim.• 996, 16pp,£S.99

Reviewed by Colin Bird
Paul McAuley's sixth novel won him the Arthur C. Clarke
Award for best SF novel in 1995; it was his third nomination
~or~~:a~:ar!t~!J;an:it~r:lt1~~1~~:ch~::i~~~~re~~fe~:
devolves into a new hierarchy based around the science of
genetic engineering - those who have control over the human

f~~;:s~

da::e1~!-i~~wb[!J~gi~:1hd':u;sk:n:t!e:-t~;/gA 0 :h~t
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new underclass of genetically-engineered dolls are created,
=o::t~t~~~er:t:v!~~i~nt:r i1:;%:te~:~;r::~h~ a nd
It's not a totally original vision of the future, although
~~~~ln:io~ ~,:~~c;oa~:~~~~i~:~~~ncn!"r:7:!ibJ~
as a research biologist, though, his guess should be as good as
anyone's. But Fairyland works best as a fantasy - another
alterna.te world story like its predecessor Pasquale's Angel rather than as genuinely predictive SF.
The ostensible protagonist is Alex Sharkey, although a
number of secondary characters take over the narrative at
~=~~i. nirs~~;~~:~i~e~i:~h~thh:;u~~~)h:Chiw~~stfn~~
Milena, a. precocious child, in a still-recognisable future
London. For the rest of the book Alex chases her through a
radically different EuroDisney and into a chaotic war wne.
The first two parts of Fairyland, set in London and in the
feverish world of the Magic Kingdom, a.re by far the most
effective, with the author's sl ick, luxurious prose a pleasure
to read.
I'm less comfortable about pan three, where the book
seems to lose its way somewhat. The minor characters seem
ex1raneous and the diffused narrative shows McAuley's
temptation Qike Jeff Noon) to be dav.led by his own fenile
imagina.tion. But three consistently inven1ive SF novels in a
:~7u!sJ:~?of~ fi~:•s3;!~~:;~nd confirms McAuley's

Jack McDcvitt

Ancient Shorts
Voyagt-r, t996,£S.99,J97pp

Reviewed by Mark Plummer
On his farm in Nonh Dakota near the Canadian border,
Tom Lasker digs up a yacht . This is b irly rem:irkable in
itself, especially as there a.re no significant bodies of water in
the immediate vicinity, but it's compounded by the fact that
despite circumstantial evidence indicating that the vessel must

~:;ii:~

~;~dit~~~~ tae:i~ f~h:ri~y th!:rsitit
i~o:C:r
connected with some criminal activity - drug smugglers

~~

!~rfb;
eJ;~~~~

;;~~:~ t~
~~n~~=ct~~:dd fr:~e~o~ei\~~~:;a:~d
way off the periodic table and which seems to be remarkably
resistant to wear and damage. As speculation mounts tha.t
this could be a.n alien artefact of considerable antiquity - the
area. was on the shore of an inland sea but this was 1en
1housands years previously - the possibility is broached 1ha.t
where there is one anefact there may be more.
Inevitably 1he investigators into this phenomenon begin
10 attract attention from all sorts of a.reas. We see the impact
of this find on the local community as a small town suddenly

-:~~1:~~t

::~::.ath~u~~::1::,t·i~i;!bry:~hheo~:~. 0
widened, and another artefact of greater significance turns up
on the land owned by the Sioux. The question of native
American land righ1S rears ilS head: will this perhaps become
a.nether Manhattan island? And, throughout all this, the
potential commercial implications of this new wear-:and-tear
resis1ant element begin ta permeate the world at large,
perhaps putting the reader in mind of the 1951 Ealing film,
1be Man in the \Vhice S11it. The revelations coming out of
North Dakota sugges1 that this may be the mast significant
find in history. But is it perh:,.ps the sort of information that
mankind would be better off without?
This is a well•paced novel, details about the nature and
fh:~:~~~t~f:;ag:.

~:;~~~c:~n~~;~ ;h;ei%~acr~1~~~h
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~~;:~i:~i~iiliie~i~~~1
newspapers, books and television programmes to give a
Oavour or how the revelations are being received in the '9.'0rld
at large. The idea of the alien artefact is cert~nly a popub.r
one at present - look at 1he populari1y of 71,e X Fild - but
McOcviu does not allow il to 1ake over; it is the imp,:m of
such a find on our society that counts. If the book has a
weakness it is the introduc1ion of a number of 'real' people

fi~~~~~

b~~eth1~~~~~~:t~~n;m:~~3y
an un mistakably 1990s feel.

~e~~tre

sst~~~f u!i!h

Cbaga

Ian M cD onald

V1$11., l996, • 1Jpp,£S.99

Reviewed by John D . Owen
I've long been an 1lldmirer of Ian McDonald's work, but it has
often been hard to 'sell ' his work to others. Partly it's
because of McDonald's sometimes dense writing style, which

::!r

~hnasvfn~h:~~c:~rt~b~f;h~~~~r1

1h:~r1ir~1~o~i:~ :~

;iu;:;:iedi:~er;;k:~7cd~;eM~!n~g~. :~:b~/'!~~nb~
writers currently working in SF.
Chaga sets out like a piece by Ballard, with a meteor
landing in Kenya. The 'meteor' reve;i.!s itself as an alien
lifeform ca.lied the Chaga, which begins to colonise Mt
Kilimanjaro, absorbing everything in iu slow but relentless
path. Other modules land around the world, and are
recognised as connected with an ast ronomical puu.le, when
::ishi~g5;~:;;~e~~hesemee;:ii:t~;;h:~J~::t::l
woman Gaby McAslan, who sets out on her career in
network journalism with a specific aim in mind: to visit the
ever.growing Chaga regions, and to probe iu secrets.
cha::es~h~ ~~~f:~gd=e~h~hew:~:ts1:r;eth~ ~~;g;i~z
the people involved with it. The story becomes more Clarkeish, and expands away from the paranoia of the early
chapters towards an enlightenment, a marvellous unveiling of
the nature of t he Cha~:l.
McDonald's writing in this book is probably more
controlled than in any previous works. His descriptive

r;:~e

0

a;hi:~~~Fy~·!~t:a;}°th~ ~t:~eili~~· t~fo~;, p~:
characters are rounded, more comple1e this time, too. Chaga
is his best book so far, which means it is very good indeed.
Detractors might describe it as Rama combined with 2001
but Clarke at his best is a great starting place, which
McDonald p~resses from beautifully. I hope McOonaJd
breaks out of his own mould, and produces a sequel: I really
want to know what hatpcns next to Gaby Mc.Asian in 1he

g~~b• ~b1ec~e;h!~he~ ~ec~:~ t~in~i":~~hir ~f's Big
Th e World on Blood

Jo nathan Nasaw

New Engfah Library 1996,£5,99, 361 page5

Reviewed by Steve Jeffery
Yes, it's a vampire novel. The cover blurb rather gives the
game away: 'The enticingly erotic novel of modern
vampires.' So, are we firmz in Anne Rice territory? Yes and
1
An~h:~a~p

~i~~~~,i~ b:';~:/

~h~=~

~~r: i

in CaJifornia? Apparently, they form themse:lves into twelvestep self help therapy groups in the basement of dilapidated

Church of the Higher Power (they do uke 1he crucifix down
off the ll.'al! fim though) and encourage each other to kick
the habit. Vampires Anonymous. •Hi, my name is Nick and

!::/ ~e;;;:IT;ga:aamt;e;f ~h:mw~~t•:oa~~~d :h~~:g]d{
their time attending every other lltddiction therapy group
going: AA, NA, MA, CODA, Overeaters ... Blood is the
drug. When you're trying to kick it, you tend to backslide
into anything else that's going. Otherwise you work nights
as a freelance com/cuter security consultant, writing cheap

~h:t;:1nbl~~IJ b:nk~ ~ ~\:d;~~:;~ irm~e; f.;hi7t]~~.a )i~~:
~~~~:::~~~~~:t

::rc:~n1i:~1~h ~h~al~ ~t~1!i:~::t~h~l~g~
1.nd a vampire cult on a small Caribbean island presided over
by the redoubtable Nanny Eames, when such minor
d=it·~ t:~~re:::hea:f~i•e~~~~~~l;:~t~u7.sa.l income
It's not aetua.lly a bad novel; it's just that it scatters
cuhura.l references - from Anne Rice to the Gra1eful Dead like confetti, is overlong by a good third of its tiny, crammed
typef-ace, and veers between sentimentality, a bit of
gratui1ous nastiness, ,ind prurient sex. Lots of it. In just 1llbout
every possible permutation and combina1ion. T he overall
effect of which 1s less erot ic than as bluntingly mechanical as
a Haynes manual. Today we have T he Naming of the Pam.
Somewhere in there there's a reasonable enouih story

~f~~fn~~ ~~taJJ°::}t0 i:•:~o;e~~t;~ ~~:~t;~~d in trying to be
One for a rainy Sunday, a very long 1rain journey or for
confirmed addicts.
Vim,al Ztn

Ray Nelso n

Avon, 1996, 220pp, SS.SO
Reviewed by Andy Mills
John Henry Koyama is angry al his superst1lll" musician father
h!:nc:~e~=t:h~~ohism!: s~~i~i~h:~~;nt~

{t~~;_r ~:r~tf!]~~

f~~i~~ c~g!~a~y (~~~go~l~e~~o~ ah~g~ :ehhe;at ::~~~nJd~'~
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:~d~!ie~~T!e':t~i; t::~h:::t!\::, j~h~o~ee~~
from home taking only a toy flu1e wi1h him.

c~:f~~~:

Bu/i~s s~s~~~~e fh:}::1:~:l,f~~ddh~t:!~~e:s ~~:go7c;
on the little plastic flute. He renames himself BlllSho Fos1er,

1:d
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= t ~he~i~hw~w!~i~:r
~~d~~ahi~bu~hf~
core is simpliciry and truth. At this stage the trio are
discovered, and their so f1lll" fuJfilling lives change ...
Virt,u/ U1I is a little cracker of a novel. It's bright and
pacy and whilst the general drift of 1he story Oohn
Henry/Basho's discovery of fame and fortune, the group's
ri~, and his facing the fate of his father) could be predietable,
in Nelson's hands it isn't; instead you're never sure in which
direction it will swing.
Basho's world · one in which the nation states have
~~ff~c1~mr:·toa;ite b;~k;~ou~d~~~e~!~e~ ;u~:,edk~~cr~~o~~
on the human interest. Fresh, highly readable, and heartily
recommended.

Christopher Priest

TbeGlamo11r

Simoo &'. Schuster, 1996, )26pp,£6.99
Reviewed by Paul Kincaid
There are some stories which h.iunt their author, s10ries
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which are re-written and re-written as if they are never quite
righl. Tht Glamour is one of them. It fim ahpeared in 1984,

f~/~~~k~;;i!~

;~~;bea~kd~fti:: ~~s:~f:h;~ed {;;:t
edition. Then came a putative radio dramatisation, and while

unsullied descriptive writing, clear exposition, and fine action
sequences deserve• wider :audience. In the besr section, Jake
and Peg. returning IO Home Period in st:ages with their
precious cargo of data, experience a Mississippi SteamboJ.l

:~i.inA:; ~~e i:t~t:!~11~a:= 0:;:~:~~di:; ;d :~:~:::rtn!r:J~

cha
added a finaJ pollSh: this Revised Edition is the result. Those
f-amiliar with the originaJ Cape edition will notice most
0
~t!~~:c:reasa t~a~;e~n;f ~irr;~r:r~~rera:~'; 1
~

;1.:e:. :i~~h~

difference in emphasis, minor additions to update the setting
{there are CDs and Apple Macs in this ve!"lion). For the most
pan the changes s«m minor; there are none of the wholesale
expansions, additions and structural changes that, for
i:~n~;Je~~/
f;~eo}° F1!::: i\i:t"in°~ M~~~ke1o1i:~~h

:~:~-~te~a:~~~•jui;1, th:c~~~!h~
strong and the griny. Nea.dy plotted, 2nd served with• twist.
B:ack in the future, Jake hu to deal with a rise and fall in
fame and fonune, :md is manoeuvred by corporate
skulduggery into 2 perilous trip to the Pleistocene. Once in
sultry prehistoric climes, comp:any spies reve:i.l their uherior
motives, and professors reveal their tits. Amidst carn:age
genera1ed by rampaging H:adrosaurs, Torosaurs and th:at
shon cousin of T. Rex, (no, no} N:anotyrannus, the final
wheels within wh«ls dCnouement spins to its close.

}o;:J::

subtlety, where each nuance counts, the difference has an
imponant effw on the colour and feel of the story.
71,e Glamour belongs, structurally and thematically, with
The Affirmation and The Prestige; it is a novel which asks
fundamen1al questions about identity and rea1ity. Each of the
:~d~~mf~:s:h!: ~~~t;e;f~n a~~th:~i:~~~;nof~:n~~c~~h
is buih around a triangle of characters, their secrets,
misunderst:andings, rivalries and affections providing the
motive force for the plot. In Tht Glamour, the triangle is
composed of Richud, Sue and Niall.
Rich:ard is a film cameram:an who was seriously injured
by 2 terrorist bomb and has lost his memory as a result. Sue
.ippears, claiming to be a girlfriend he met during the blank
weeks he can't remember. Richard constructs one version of
events, including the tensions crea1ed by Sue's former lover,
Ni.ill; but Sue undermines thlS with .inother version, one
which Richard finds incredible but which m:ay be the truth.

~h: t~bill~;ee,;re,~n =~f/eg~C:i:[~;o~us,a ih;by~t~

manifestation of Richard's amnesia 2nd Niall's alien:ation, a
met:aphor m:ide solid for the way none of 1he three are rea1ly
able to engage with ea.ch other or with society.
Coming after The Affirmation, The Glamour s«med we:i.k
in comp:arison, lacking the sheer, cold, hard, psychologically
:e;x~di~o~u:;

c~~ ~~ h~:~e:1i0i~· s!~dsl~~ ~:vt~~h ~

~{~":/[~;idi~~7:dt:rt~~~i~ :~v~lrh;~;;~\~· i~e can see
0

R. Garcia y Robe rtson

The Virgin and the
Dinosaur
Avon Books, 1996, 279pp,£S.99

Reviewed by Janet Barron
Our hero, intrepid time explorer Jake, is esconing
eponymous palaeontologist Peg, into the untrodden
Meunoic. By the end of the first p:age, he hu p:auscd in his
attempts to impress her with his ·calm professionalism,
feigned indifference and rugged ch:arm', moment:arily siopJIT:!
:i~1:~ol~:m~e;nfh:S~~:~i~:\e; :~t:r::idash!hbeg!~
to teach her English words 10 express reverence.
'Motherfucking.'
Yes, this novel has targeted its :audience - someone who
has never heard of Jake the Peg, is not fem:ale, 2nd very likely
isn't over twenty•two. Those who don't fall into this
cate~ory should flip straight to page 59, since as long as
mouvation cemres on Jake's attempts to get his leg over, the
plot, characterisation and humour are stunted. Beyond this
point , while characters never achieve great depth, good
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James R obinson, Peter Sn ejbjerg,
Michael Zulli, Steve Yeowell &
Teddy Kristiansen

Witchcraft

DC Comics Venigo 1996, IJS pages, £10.99

Reviewed by Steve Jeffery
Gnphic novels, the argument runs, attempt to siretch the
boundaries of narrative and story in w.iys tha1 the merely
text-based novel an rarely hope to. It's a good argument, but
the sad fact is that it requires someone like 2 Neil Gaim:an o r
Alan Moore 10 do i1. Io 1he case of something like Witchcraft
it merely sounds like special ple:ading.
Being largely unf-amiliar with the form, I find it h:ard to

~~::,~~;~i~~lr~ ~=t!t~fo~~h: :;t~ti:i.Ti;th~~~

t~f:h

t~el~%j.al~dev~'i~£ •.~;;:~thi:10::.foh:••~::~ult
something special by the time we get 10 the opening fram~
of the story. And Witchcraft doesn't m:ake it.
This is a collection of three DC Comics Witchcraft
maguines from 1994, and bought together in a set of three
!~:rten~~~~~~h~~t l:d ~."w:ll,s~h;l~ie~~~e.of originaJity)
Essentially, it's a down•the-ages revenge tale as the three
aspects of witch and womanhood guide and manoeuvre the
several reincarnations of their yuuug ;u:o!yte Faith Armitage
from the founeenth century to the present day to avenge the
insult to their Goddess and the murder of her priestess.
The storyline leaps about in confusing episodic
flashb:acks, linked by the three wi1ches standing outside and
observing each tale. The :artwork is competent, but rarely
more than 1ha1 1 2nd unexception:al, 2nd the final plot turn is,
1

f~~

:h;~iniro~t~~!;:t:r:~~~ell,5 ~~k:;1f ;~~r~~;;.~~the director of Wayne's World 2nd The &vnly H,llbill1es, you
can m:ake up your own mind.
Sharon Shinn

Archangel
Voyager, 1996. 390pp. £S.99

Reviewed by Lynne Bispham
On the world of Samari2, the twenty•year reign of 1he
Archangel Raphael is drawing to an end. The Archangel.
elect, Gabriel, must seek out his Angelic2, the bride allotted
to him by the god Jovah, and prepare to sing with her at the
Gloria - if the Gloria is not su ng, Jovah will destroy the
world with fire and flood. However, it soon becomes clear to
Gabriel that Raphael has no intemion of relinquishing his

b~j:r

[~un:~:~o:~ h~:,~e:!n1iswi~~;i:~l, :eas~hn~: t~h~
restrictions of her role, even 10 the extent of hating her
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future husb,rnd.
What we have in An:h,,11~/ is :a varian1 on one of Lhc
::~~:d:;:si~~hr:;~~=~;;;~;r:~~~i~~c~:~:t~a:~:~~;
now viewed by their ckscenCWlu as :a god, :and has become
the figurehead of :a rdigion - in this ~ :a religion with
Judaeo-Christim ovenont'S. This well-used premise of SF is,
however, given :a new sl:mt by the viulily :and skill 0£ Ms.
Shinn·s writing, :and is the b:ackground to a fas1-moving,
unerly engrossing novel. A ,rh,,n~l is :also :a love story -

:::e1ib1;

0
~l;,;::;hi~yb:::e°r:h:
h::~~:~~r:~at:t~
hero, :and :a be:auti.ful, feisty heroine wi1hou1 any suggestion
of whimsy or sentiment:ality.

Dan Simmons

Endymion
Headline, 1996, 600pp, £6.9'3

Reviewed by K. V. Bailey
In Endymion, as in his two previous 'Hyperion Cantos'
novels, Dan Simmons uses Keats' poetic variations on Greek
myth for their symbolic v:alue, 2nd (remotely) as ploni7.

~:~~h :an:~:~~s, ;:~~:

et~~f;

0
0
l~v:~~d
;~:if;~ri~
the moon goddess Cynthia. In Simmons' novel, Raul
Endymion, a shepherd of the planet Hyperion, is required to

~:: 2a~b~id:~n[~f~{t~\~t~~h;~: ~f t!r;;;;~}fr:~
Hyperion's Time Tombs, destined to become the One Who
Teaches, and consequently considered by the interplanetary
theocracy Pax to ~ 2 threat 10 its hegemony. Father Captain
~ Soya is despatched 10 capture her alive as she emerges and
take her to Va1ican City, reconstructed on the pl:met P:acem
1~nt:~~:i:.,h~d g~dh:i:::;riinc .::

~h~~t:.
b:~ r: ~
archaic but efficient starship. (As 'Cantos' fans know, all

~=~;:J7ontt~~i~tct;=~~~cv~ 1:.fponuaitics - had bttn
The rest of the navel is one lonf leap-frogging chase,
ful~rt~n Aa;:ca0 ~i:i~~-ea~~ cso~~uas:;~~tctte;:\~f;at~
~:!J:ii;•~bfela;;t~'7t ~;:;~t:~di~nt~~ce~/\hhaen~j~~:~
moving ship - which, however, eludes him until its forced
abandonment on the shares of the farc:astcr construct, the
planet-threading River Tethys. Thence End{imion & co.

r;'o~~·s fu~~:~~

0
b?Jc,!gh~J~/k~:;dt~:~::~
;tili
~h:~
instant2neous transla1ions from planet to planet in a.II their

~~~u~h~a:i~l :ar: ~~~:;:r:blcint;t;~ o~i~:r:ti~x:~
enmities, and - with funher tasks remaining - permits happy
anticipation of yet another volume.

Michael P.
Kube-McDowell
M ichael
Stackpole

St.ar Wars: The Black Fleet
Crisis Book 2: Shield of Lin
)38 pp Bantam £4.99
Star Wars: X•WingBook I: Rogue
Squadron
Bantam £4.99 388pp

Star Wan-: X-Wing Book 2: Wedge's Gamble
Bantam £4.99 357pp

Star Wan-: X-Wing Book 3: The Krytos Trap
Bantam £4.99 JSSpp
Reviewed by Mark Plummer
Despite the seemingly conclusive nature of n"' Return of the

Jedi -

wi1h 1hc death of the Emperor and the rcdcmp1ion of
Danh Vader - George Lucas always planned two further
trilogies, one pre- and pos1-dating the original three films.
The first of these is now, 2llegedly, in some son of
~r':r~ct;~u~al~~)gt~~·si:~l~~lt~~r:1::h~~fh;!7~;
books continuing events beyond 77N Reum1 of UN Jed,. A
massive teas.er campaign far 1he new film, perhaps? Or
merely :a ucit admission that 1hc final tril~ is unlikely to

S:hed~:!r

~:: ::~~~:,~a~:r~~t~fc:n~ve!b!i~edav:r
works which are designed 10 stand Sonc but also intenwinc
with the other dcmcnts of the Star Wan anon.
Mos1 of the writers have elected to tell the story of the
continuinf adventures of three primary characters from the

b~?~~~

~~ti:.~[o~:ct ~: 2
t~:Jv:';:a~0 :ft~~~heSt\kt}IT~:
goes down this route. Most of the characters who survived
the film trilogy feature but, as the middle book of a sequence,
it draws heavily on its previous and subsequent volumes. It
doesn't really function as a stand-alone entity, and readers of
the first volume will, fresumab ly, be able to m2ke up ,heir
minds whether to continue with this one.
Mich2el Stackpole, in his X-Wing 1rilogy set two and :a
half years after 77N R~turn of tht ]«Ii, 2vaids the major
players. Wedge Antilles, 2 minor char.i.cter in the first and
third movies, now commands Rogue Squadron, a cr.i.ck force
of fighter pilots who handle all 1he most dangerous missions
vital 10 the survinl of 1he re~I alliance, specifically those

~~~f h~,~~

t~~n:!::
~hi~wth~e=~f ':ot!;~p~~~
largely new chan.cters, many of them do seem somewhat
famili~ a humanoid droid who talks too much; 2 smuggler
who sccms largdy self interested bu1 get caugh1 up with 1hc
rebels all the same; a young farmboy from T:uooinc called
Gavin Dark.lighter. It scores few points on originality.

~

P;tJ2t!,::.

aua!( ti«Jr~srlf:f~~~~~~~n~~:n:
Here there is a role for Rogue Squadron, aJcf:ugh it is as
spies and secret agents - surely a r.i.thcr peculiar use for crack
~Fa~t~r 1t!;;s;oTeh!t:i: ~h:r::tr v~l~:tr~s;:i::ir~fiti:t;
don1:~~~l~7~;:;c(~~[~~~ct~~~~t~1 ~ai:~jccted four book
sequence) sees the rebels in control of the Imperial Centre
but inheriting a population where the non-human element
arc stricken by 2 deadly disease. There arc political int rigues,
spies, 2nd 2 secret Imperial prison; plenty of surprises for
Rogue Squadron and their friends - but probably few for the
readers.
Stackpolc's books arc basic sf adventures. They arc, by
and l2]e, competently wrincn and reasonably self<ontained
~,~~~h~:tit~~o;~kalttier~~:::1~h~rc~'::c
on and d~elops minor passing references.

~ts ;r~t1:~

Chet Williamson

The Crow: City of Angels
Bo:mcc. 1996, 250pp,£09

Reviewed by Liam Proven
Losing a loved one hurts. James O'Barr lost his girlfriend

i~:~~~a~ ~;n tha~d~~'i~k b~:i;c~; ::~cd~:t· s~:;i~r1hi:
rage 2nd despair in the form of an exceptionally powerful

g;fvhei~' ~h~;c 1!~s <;,:w;;t;r'lat a~ia~t hae )~~~f1;:c~~r~~d

t

~~0 k\t1:r~:;. t;hit::/~:~;rg\~:~r~~a~:i:~

:~~o~~:
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Hollywood st:.u Brandon Lee, son of the legend.al kung-fu

h~h:f:~;J,~~t~~gh~
~

~H~it;:::t;;:e

=~

wh!h~~:J~: ~ ~ i ~ ; v j,:Jde::i~=~h~ffil~t;i:
the climactic scene - a massive shoot-out - when someone
subnituted live ammunition for the blanks in the prop guns.
Filming was vinu.ally fi nished, and the grisly climax to an
.already dark film ensured massive success: when watching,
you ltnuw that he re.ally did die in there, .although the actual

,1:t1:7

~ ~l~~~li~k~':~~it;~: ~i;ywh~i:~J~'.s, providing the sole

tac:t::~s

;:l ~:°c!?i

!~t;:~e~ud~~::r
i; ~1~1;;u;1~:
Stting it fo r years, .although when I eventu.a1ly did, I was
:ili\6:':h:~ ~~n~h~ .::tl~t~!gf~rf':C~t.ing the grisly subscrip1

With terrific bleak, Gothic :i.ppcal, Tht Crow was such a
success that a sequel was commercially inevitable. The book
permitted no such thing: almost everyone is !eh
unequivocally dead at its end, and O'Barr, who still has
problems of his own, has written no follow-up. So Miramar
Films created one out of whole cloth, hiring British director
Tim Pope (previously known mainly for his videos for the
Cure, especially the 2ward-winning 'Close to Me', filmed
with the whole band inside a wardrobe) to bring it together.
David Goyer wro1e a screenplay for the movie which is
fantastical and unreal; again, the 'hero' returns from he dead
to avenge his Ion loved one, this time his son. This time, the
~:;rC:ntf:a~ .tge;!e_ f~:~ hi~fai:.;~:•T,: ~ ; t ~
on the myttical river Styx, and is a cartoon evil hellhole of a
place, populated .almost entirely by criminals, junkies and
whores. The only link with the previous story is Sar.ah, a
young girl that Eric and Shelly cared for in the preview
story; when she grew up, she took herself and her guardians'

fif!,'~i:~~

t~: :~: i::~~~~~h;f

foll~~/;~~h~
l~i:i;;,e
a direaor used to shon videos was responsible fo r ne:i.rly two
hours on .almost disconnected vignettes. In the book, though,

~~t~~~:: ~:t::~r-:;; ~~: !}f: ~d

0
f~~;~':~estJ:~~;J:i~
stylised unrealism with poorly-rendered purple prose. Whilst
wri1ing novdisations is surely no author's idea of fulfilling
work, this one is bl:i.tandy lightweight, not helped by the

~n:e~~U~i~~r::e:~tb~e;h~~a:~ted hfutr,:r:n~!~
"crow~, interspersing these with lines from James Thomson's

~

T~?re0~t~i:1:~:'Jtr~lot; Ashe Corvcn 2nd his son arc
simple, good people - apparently - although they live in this

~~

~~i~c

J;ji~;

~t\~~c;itb~tGh~:~~
i~i:~i~~te
s~~~!t o~.
them both to their deaths. In a city ruled by crime, with no
trace of power or order 01her than the drug lord Judah Earle,
the killers are incongruously anxious to kill the witnesses.
The reasons fo r Sarah finding and helping Carven are
unclear, although less so than in the film - at least her role in
the elder tale is mentioned. Then we are presented with a

t~!'~h;

~:n~~e~\b!~;d;!~i~: ~ ::!~/ta ~~ p~i::,n
background Jjnking the events is so tenuous that the reader
really doesn't care wh:i.t happens: while ~ Crow was
something of a gorefest, at least it was an impassioned one,
feeding on the revenge fantasies of anyone who has ever been
wronged. ~ Crow 2 (as it is conspicuowly not named) fttd.s
only the fantasies of the moneymen who sponsored it.
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